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HERE'S ONE THAT DIDN'T GET AWAY: Giant 29pound catfish caught last Saturday by champion
catfisher Avon Freneh (left) assisted by Hugh Barnes
(right) in the waters below Kentucky dam. The two
returned home with a nice string of catfish, including
another weighing about seven pounds.

L. 0. BRADFORD,
A PROMINENT
CITIZEN DIES

\Clements Seeks To
Declare County In
Drought Section

Rose From Telegraph
Operator To Bank

President, and Oilman

L. 0. Bradford, prominent
Fultonian... Oklahoma oil man,
former banker and railroad ofHaving received communications from
farm leaders
ficial, died suddenly Sunday afin Fulton county and surrounding
ternoon at Jones Hospital of a
areas pertaining to
heart attack. He was 86.
drought conditions in Western Kentucky,
the Secretary
Funeral services were held
of Agriculture was today requested
by Senator Earle
Tuesday afternoon at the WhitC. Clements to immediately investigate
net Funeral Home, conducted by
drought condiRev. Charles Roe, pastor of the
tions looking toward designation of the
area as emerFirst Christian Church. Burial
Bing Hampton, WFUL's Sportcaster
gency drought area.
was in Fairview cemetery. Pallbearers were Louis Weeks, Joe
Such designation affords farm- Acreage Reserve.
Davis. Tom Hales, Smith Atkins,
This represented approximateFor sports fans everywhere this is a big week
ers affected to obtain emergency
for Frank Beadles and Ivan Brady.
loans from Farmers Home Ad- ly 90% of all farms that signed
baseball and football. The World Series, with the .Yan- Mr. Bradfor
As
usual
the
cub
Scout
Carniv
al held last week at ministra
d is survived by
tion and authorization and Acreage Reserve Agreement.
kees and Dodgers battling it out once again, opened his wife, the former
Nell Mar-, the City Park was a super-duper success. And as to graze livestock on
Final Soil Bank
land placed
yesterday. The World Series, as great a spectacle as it tin Morris of Fulton, whom he usual its royaltv was elected. In the photo above in
SignUp Date
soil bank program.
is, will .have to share top billing with such gridiro married In 1915, and a grand... Queen Lc ha Owen is in the center with her two atThe final date for farm operaCounty
n daughter, Miss Eugenia Martin tendan
Agent John Watts tors to
sign up for the 1957 wheat
ts Stephanie Wood (left) and Ann Williams was in Mayfield on
clashes as Michigan-Michigan State, Tennessee-Duke,
Wednesday crop Acreage
Math-is A daughter, Florence
(right) at her side. Queen Letha is the daughter of and could not be reached
Reserve part of
and Arkansas-Texas Christian. Trigg County-Fulton High ,Martin
to
deHarris. died in 1945.
(Continued on Page Four)
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extent
Stepha
of
nie is the daughI He was born at Bradford,
the
ter of Trainmaster and Mrs. W. C. Wood. Ann is the drought damage in Fulton CounBefore picIsing these and oth- with the trusty crystal ball un- Tenn which was named for his
ty.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr.
er games heie is a brief review veiled here are the: week's father, Robert Bradford. He
In other news of interest to
joined the Illinois Central Railof last week Last week the rec- choices.
farmers in the area county agroad in 1889 at Cruger, Miss., as
,IN KENTUCKY
ord was 29 games picked right
ricultural offices released the I
FULTON 14. TRIGG 12. These a telegraph operator, and worked
and 6 wrong and one tie Art following:
unity that tie was a moral vic- teams are evenly matched with at various points in Kentucky.
Sail Bank Certificates
tory for Coach Donald Nelson's the Bulldogs favored. provided Tennessee, Mississippi and IlliSINGING CONVENTION
South Fulton Red Devils The David Holland is in top form. nois. He was agent at Clinton,
Mailed
OCTOBER 14
season picking percentage was Coach Charles Thomas and the Ky., for six years.
S.
E.
Holly,
Office Manager
The Fulton-Hickman Counties
In 1903 he came to Fulton as
elevated from 723 to .763 with Fulton squad definitely missed
for
Fulton
County ASC, stated singing convention
will be held
77 right and 24 wrong. Now, the quarterbacking of Holland agent and general yardmaster.
today that Soil Bank Negotiable Sunday
October 14th at the
in last week's encounter with and a year later was made diCertific
ates
were
mailed
to
16'7
Shiloh
Community center northMurray. Trial( opened and lost vision agent. In 1905 he became
Fulton County farmers, Monday east of
Present Lines Serve
Clinton. Visitors are
by five touchdowns to power- superintendent of weights at
October
1,
1956.
These
certificordially welcomed.
Fulton From All
ful Hopkinsville. Then they took Chicago.
tares amounted to $65,018.52 and
Mr. Bradford left the railroad
the measure of Dover. Tenn. 33Directions
represented payment on 1956
DANCE SATURDAY
13, and lost two close ones to after eight years in Chicago and
Texas Interstate Motor Ex- Wheat, Cotton, Corn and To(Contin
ued
Caldwell County and Henderon Page Tour)
The
press, Inc. Lubbock, Texas, will bacco, placed in the Soil Bank have Elks Club of Fulton will
son County, 19-13 and 20-13.
a dance Saturday evening
he given a hearing at 9 a.m. Oct.
Trigg's attack is spearheaded by
in the Club quarters, from 9 to
23 in the office of Department
Jackie Alexander In most cir12:00. Music will be provided by
of Motor Transportation, for
cles Trigg County is considered
Fulton's popular dance band,
pitrchasing of operating rights
as the favorite because of a
the Melody Men, and all memIwned by Southeastern Truck
tougher schedule and a Fulton
bers and guests are invited.
Lines.
Inc.
victory will be clasailbed an upSoutheastern operates
two
set for the locals /511Pkoff time
SETTLED IN CALIFORNIA
truck lines in Kentucky::
is set for 7 45 Friday night and
Dr. and Mrs. V. A. Jackson
C)ne from Hopkinsville to the
the. game will be broadcast over
and daughter Donna, formerly
Kentuck
y-India
na
State
Line
Heavie
at
r
Marketing
No Notebook this week, trends, WFUL-FM begining at 7.30.
The
home-coming
football of Clinton, are now residing at
Henderson. through Christian,
Offsets Declining
MURRAY 41. BOW LING
I ye been perched on an airHopkins, Webeter and Hender- game for Fulton versus Trigg 4017 Gelber Place in Los Anlooking for that parakeet who GREEN 12 Another outstanding
County is scheduled for Friday geles, where Dr. Jackson will
Prices, U-T Reveals
son counties
can say
"WFUL is the best exhibition will be displayed by
Tennessee's cash farm receipts
Another from Hopkinsville to night, October 5th A large crowd resume the practice of medicine.
In sound, all around." And I've Jerry Buchanon
for 1956 have shown a 137 per
Fulton, Aurora, Mayfield and is expected to be on hand to
FRANKLIN-S IM PSON 27, cent gain during
got ten bucks to give to the
NOW OPEN WEDNESDAYS
back to Fulton with no inter- support the Bulldogs.
the first seven
owner of a parakeet whose bird ' PROVIDENCE 0 Just a warm- months of this year, as
Among the important events
mediate stops in Christian, Trigg,
Fulton retail stores are now
compare
d
up for Franklin -Simpson.
can say those very words
with a similar period in 1955,
Marshall, Graves or Fulton leading up to this game has been open all day Wednesdays. On
M ADISONVILLE 14, CALD- reports show
the selection by the football October 1st the half-day
counties.
Barring any yearclosing,
WELL
COUNT
Y 6 The high- end decline in cotton and
1! you taina your Pa
Additional motor truck lines team of candidates for 1956 observed during the summer,
tobacflying
Maroons to win their fifth co prices, these
can say the magic words, call
Football
Queen.
wanted
The
by
was
four
the Texas company
candigains are exdiscontinued.
Bing Hampton at the radio sta- in a row, but it won't be easy.
dates are as follows: Senior
pected to continue throughout
are.
MARION 6, iRUSSELLVILLE the remaining
tion and he will be glad to come
Fuloh
am
Class,
High
Mary Charles Herring;
Route 2 — Cairo, Ill to FulSchool
months of 1956.
COLONELS,. SUB!
(Continued on Page Four)
out and take the tape recording
July farm receipts this year, May Face
ton and all intermediate points Junior Class, Marion Blackstone;
Hugh Pigue, Fulton and PorClosin
g
and prove to me that rm wrong
have risen more than 17 per
and off-route points of Barlow, Sophomore Class, Mary Ann ter Pillow, Water Valley,
were
about parakeets.
cent above those for the same
The Kentucky State Board of Columbus, Hickman and ,, Cayce. Bennett; and Freshman Class, commissioned
Greyh
ond
Upps
Fares
Kentucky Col,
No humans talking like paraNancy Bushart.
month last year This increase Education recently warned
Route
3
onels
Between
—
the
junclast
week by Governor
82
keets
it must be a parakeet Rates, 9 Percent
These candidates are being Chandler
has been in crop receipts, indition of Kentucky Highways 94
Kentucky public high schools—
talking to get my hard-earned
sponsor
ed
cating
and
by
51,
north
their respective
heavier marketings as
of Fulton and
Increases in fares, rates and
including Fulgham High School
ten bucks.
(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Four)
charges by approximately nine crop prices have declined.
BUSINESS, PLEASURE TRIP
Cash receipts from farm mar- In Hickman county—which have
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Roper
percent
a minimum fare of
Stand by for mixt week. I 30 centswith
have returned from the national
were granted recently keting in Kentucky for the first enrollments of less than 100 that
Mary
warn In tell you about Elvis to
Herring Named convention of the National AsSoutheastern
Greyhound eight months of 1956 were 34 they face eventual closings if
Presley
sociation of Postal Supervisors,
Lines by the Department of Mo- million dollars less than the same they do not meet accreditation
MS Football Queen
period in 1955, due mostly to standards.
held in Omaha, Nebraska, and a
tor Transportation
American — A person who
Miss Mary Charles Herring, a subsequent
Similar fare increases have the small amount of burley toFulgham High School, one of
vacation
trip
to
yells for the government to i already
senior at Fulton High, has been Michigan and
gone into effect in prac- bacco sold in the early months two high schools in Hickman
Canada. Mr. Ropbalance the budget and borrows 'tically
named
Football Queen, Supt. W. er. president of the
county, has an enrollment of 83.
every state in which of the year.
Kentucky
five dollars
L Holland announced this week. Chapter of Postal
payday.
Southeastern Greyhound Lines
Supervisors,
Other candidates, who will attended the convent
operate
ion as a
serve as attendants to the State delegate, and
was successQueen, include Mary Ann Ben- ful in bringing
the 1957 conSports Clinics Set
nett, sophomore; Marion Black- vention to Louisvil
le.
stone,
Junior;
and Nancy BusFor Paducah, Mayfield
hart, freshman.
WIN WHITNEL INJURED
A Kentucky School Athletic
A lovel;_open house party was
The contest produced $460.26,
A new radio program featur- Ann Sedberry and Jimmie HamWin Whitnel, Fulton Funeral
given in the beautiful new home which will be used to purchas
Association basketball officials ing an hour-long "Spelling Bee" mond: WOODL
e Director, suffered a cut forehead
AND MILLS:
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Allen new football equipment for the
clinic will be held at Paducah between 6th grade contestants Mary Hoffman Sara
and crushed knee cap last
,
Nell Blanin conjunction with the Kentucky from all schools in the Ken-Tenn ton, Ralph McDanie
in the Country Club Courts.
team.
Thursday night when a car he
l, Cary IsBonnet Tossing
The hostess, Mrs. Allen, served
First District Association meet- area was aired for the first time bell and Tommy Pruett;
(See Photo on Page Nine)
SOUTH
(Continued on Page Four)
ing in the new Tilgham gym- last Saturday
Is Theme For
morning over FULTON: Janet Harris, Marty delightful refreshments of home
nasium at 1:15 p.m. on October Fulton's WFUL, and if first Warren, Stephen Finch,
made cookies, nuts and cokes to
Judy
Women's Day
12th.
her many guests who called beweek indications are any baro- Maynard
and Lee Cantrell;
"Toss Your Hat in the Ring"
Another clinic will be held at meter, the program is going to CAYCE
tween the hours of 7:30 and
Kenneth
Fields,
:
Mauwas the theme of the 1956 an- the Mayfield High School at
2:00 be a dandy. A capacity crowd rice Carr Bondurant, Joe O'Con- 9:30, Monday evening.
niversary of Democratic Wo- p.m., Monday, October 15th.
Among the guests were, Anna
jammed the Station auditorium. nor, Joyce Lynn Davie and
men's Day on September 28, acBizzle, Helen Williams, AdolphThe program will feature an Peggy Joyce Grady
cording to Mrs. Katie Louchus Latta, Mr's. Callie Latta,
elimination contest between the
heim Director of Women's Ac- Veteran's Advisor
Tommie Nell Gates, Hazel Clark,
schools, with the winner to be
tivities of the Democratic Na- Here October 12
Marion
Lee Oliver,
determined and suitably award- Bardwell Tot Is —
Eunice
tional Committee.
Seath Clara Nell Davis, Janie
ed,
the
Station
announc
ed.
Mr. B. D. Nisbet, a Contact
Killed
Train
By
Barber, Doris Winfrey, Anita
This annual fund-raising event
In first-round competition last
Representative of the Kentucky
was established in 1939 at the
Buddy Lee Payne, age 2, was Sue Allen, Bobbie Brown, MarSaturday Union City defeated
Disable
Dx-Serv
d
ice
Men's
garet Walker, Dorothy Young,
suggestion of Mrs. Franklin D.
will be present on Fri- Woodland Mills by a score of killed instantly Monday morn- Naomi
Roosevelt to mark the anni- Board,
Monneyham, Carolyn
day, Oct. 12 at the American 80-65. Jimmy Hammond, Union ing when struck by an I. C. pasFaulkner Ind Carma Jackson.
versary of the date in 1919 when
Legion Home in Fulton to assist City, was the high scorer with senger train while playing on
A birthday dinner honoring
women were first admitted to
veterans and their dependents 35 points, followed by Ann Sed- the mainline tracks north of the Katheri
ne Rice of Union City,
the Executive Committee of the
Bardwel
Bardwel
station.
l
l,
berry
of Union City with 30.
with claims for benefits due
and Mary Frances Roberts of
Democratic National CommitIn a second match, South Ful- Ky.
them as a result of their military
our office was held in the Derby
tee,
ton defeated Cayce, 85-35. Lee
The young lad had been left
Cafe. Wednesday evening.
Democratic Women's Day tra- service.
Cantrell
in
of
the
South
care
He
will
Fulton
of
be
neighbo
a
present
was
r
while
from 9:00
Lovely gifts were presented
ditionally has been an occasion
high scorer with 35 points, fol- his father, Isaac Payne of Barda m. until 3:00 p.m.
to the honorees by their many
for women throughout the counlowed by Judy Maynard with well, was at work w:th the TVA
friends who attended.
try to hold fund-raising events
30.
and his mother was visiting out
IN, OUT, IN AGAIN
Those
attending were the
to help finance the Democratic
The Spelling Bee is being of town.
honorees, Janie Barber, Marth 'FIRST ISSUE OUT: Pleased staff heads of
Party at the local, state and
The City Council voted Mon- conducted by Bing Hampton of
Fulton
Ami Mansfield, Joy Forrester,
national levels.
High SchPol's paper, "The Kennel," survey first issue
day evening to re-annex prop- the WFUL Staff, as master
SPAGHETTI TONIGITT
of
June McKinney, Joan Owensby,
"Democratic Women's Day," erty east and north of the city, ceremon
of
school year, out this week. (I. to r.): Al Bushart,
ies, and J. 0. Lewis,
There • will be a spaghetti Virginia Forrest, Marion
Mrs. Louchheim said, "is an ap- bounded by Vine, County Road, judge
Lee
salesmanager; Judy Browning, advertising co-man
and statistician.
supper tonight (Thursday) at Oliver and Sara Ross.
propriate occasion for Demo- Ratsil Road and Page Streets.
The following students par- the
ager; Susan McDaniel and Ella DaYle, co-edit
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Carma Jackson was unable to
cratic women everywhere to The area, Including the new ticipate
ors.
d
in
last
Saturday's Church in Fulton, with serving attend as she
Veteran foursome, all with experience from last year,
celebrate the advances women Carter subdivision, had prev- match:
was a patient in
beginning at 5:30 p.m. Tickets Haws Memorial Hospital.
lost no time in resuming publication on a regula
have made within the Party iously been annexed, protested
r
UNION CITY — Jimmie Bon- are $1 for adults and
50c for
schedule during coming year. Paper is printed
Cherry get well wishes go out
councils."
and de-annexed.
durant, Steve Speed, Webb Key, children; the public is invited
in
(Continued on Page Four)
NEWS plant.
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SOUTHEASTERN
SEEKS SALE Of
TRUCK LINES

TENNESSEE FARM
INCOME UP, BUT
KENTUCKY'S DOWN

DEMOCRATIC
WOMEN TOSS IN
RING FOR 1956

UNION CITY, SOUTH FULTON WIN
IN FIRST ROUNDS OF SPELLING BEE

HOMECOMING GAME
TO BE HELD
OCTOBER RH

•

Well, Well, Ike Removed His Halo
Dwight David Eise.iihoN%ur came
down from his lofty perch as President of the United States in Lexington, Kentucky on Monday night,. lie
doffed the cloak of untouchability as
the General of. the Armies of World
War Two and put on some political
boxing.gloves to hit hard at his Democratic opponent for President of the
Ewing 'Steven,
_ United States,.AMAL
.
son.
The role that President Eisenhower assumed on Monday night at the
Memorial Coliseum in Lexington is
a far cry from the role he promised
he would assume in March of this
year . . . that of a candidate who
would refrain from whistle-stop, precinct-level campaigning. We interpreted his speech as anything but a
dignified, straightforward and honest statement of fact.
As a matter of fact the President's
speech hit somewhere below the belt
at the Democrats and to say the least
we were shocked at the unfair inferences he made regarding the last
Democratic Administration.
We think it grossly beneath the
dignity of a famous General to infer, by inuendo. that the Democrats,
with deliberate intent and desire for
financial gain, perpetuated the Korean war. Regardless of what can be
said of the administration of Harry
Truman, it is less than honest to infer
that Truman and his Democratic
leaders in Congress ignored the Korean war at the expense of the lives
of American boys on those foreign
lands.
As a great generaal as.an efficient
and able administrator of Columbia
University and as President of the

United States Dwight Eisenhower has
commanded the love and respect of
a grateful world. It is regrettable
that he has so disregarded this Fespect
mud-slinging, and unfair mud-slinging
at that.
In his Lexington speech Eisenhower carefully took credit for all of the
worthwhile accomplishments of his
Administration and at the samQ. time
"blamed" the Democrats for failure
to pass other legislation that would
have been beneficial to the country.
It is an insult to the American people to presume that those same people are ignorant of the fact that Eisenhower has presided over his Administration with a predominantly
Democratic Congress. It is a simple
statement of fact to realize that had
not many Democrats voted for the
worthwhile accomplishments of the
Eisenhower- Administration,
there
would indeed have been no accomplishments.
The President urged the election
of every Republican candidate in the
state of Kentucky from Senator to
sheriff and if that's not precinctpoliticking we're not around here.
It is gratifying to us as Democrats
to have the President come off his
esoteric- perch as an untouchatsle
candidate. It gives the Democrats
an opportunity to retaliate in kind
. .. the kind of fact-revealing to realize that the Republican party is the
party of big business and high finance and that the little farmer, the
little businessman and the hard-working wage-earner are only by-products
of a Republican Administration, who
must be tolerated in the interest of
politics.

"United We Stand, Divided We Fall"
The great State-Seal of the Commonwealth of Kentucky shows two
men with clasped hands, ringed with
the inscription "United We Stand,
Divided We Fall."
That is certainly an appropriate
slogan to keep before all Democrats
as election time draws near.
One nationally-syndicated column'1st, writing about "Kentucky's Big
Battleground" this week, pointed up
the situation thusly:
"Both John Sherman Cooper. until
recently —Ambasador to India, and
Thurstop Ballard Morton a former
Assistant Secretary of State, have
been unswervingly loyal to the avowed
Eisenhower policy of international cooperation and moderate reform.
"It happens that the Democratic
candidates for the Senate are also
able and responsible men. Senator
Earle C. Clements, Democratic whip
of the Senate, running for re-election
at the end of his first full term, concentrates with single-minded zeal on
the game of politics in this politicallyconscious stare.
"Lawrence W. Wetherby, governor
of the state from 1950 through 1955
is opposing Cooper for the four-year
term left vacant by the death of Sen-

ator Alben W. Barkley.
"Kentucky is normally a Democratic state. The fact that Mr. Eisenhower failed to carry it four years
ago by only 700 votes out of nearly
one million caast was a Republican
triumph. At the same time Cooper,
running for a two-year term in the
Senate. won by more than 30,000
votes.
This year the preponderance of
Dem6cratic registrants has increased
in most areas. But what gives the
Republicans real hope is a deep split
in the Democratic Party.
Gov. A. B. Chandler, who prefers
to be known as "Happy" is mad at
just about every Democrat on the
ticket. He expressed this mad by
staying away from the big party
rally opening the campaign and by
letting it be known that he doesn't
care who his followers vote for in
November.
If "Happy" passes the knife
through his county organization, keepingliback the flow of money and patronage support insofar as he is able,
then enough Democrats may stay
away from the polls or vote Republican to give "Happy!: his revenge."

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

But I Don't Need To Go To Church
I SUPPOSE we have all met the
person who insists he can worship
God far better high on a windswept
hill than squeezed in the stale pews
of a stuffy chqrch. I am always
tempted to ask such a person. "Tell
me, do you do much mountaineering?"
Would such a person climb to the
cathedral of nature in a roaring blizzard or,in the dismal rain? After all,
God is in the sleet or the heat or the
fog as well as in the technicolor sunset. Those who protest they adore
God best without benefit of steeple
often are merely enthusiastic over fair
weather and a pretty landscape, and
God gets a nod as the stage manager.
WE LIVE in an orderly world
where there is a special place for everything. We have books in libraries, money in banks, operating rooms
in hospitals, and altars in churches.
God Himself favored the fixed and
definite place. He had His Mount
Sinai, crowned with fearful smoke
and bright flame. Bethlehem itself
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pin-pointed on the map, and in
it, one certain stable where the altar was a manger.
Church is the special place for the
adoration of God and the practice of
religion. Church is the meeting place
of man with God and God with man.
We know this truth not only from
the Bible and the teachings of Jesus
Christ, but man's natural instinct
suggests that there should be a special spot, a definite place for the
practice of religion. A church no
more stands between man and God
than a cup stands between a man and
his coffee.
THIS DOESN'T mean nature can
have no religious importance. A second, but definitely secondary way, of
honoring God, is appreciating His
work in creation. Nature is a fascinating book and on every page there
flourishes the signature of God —
whether you stare up throun a telescope or squint through a microscope,
you catch your breath in wonder.
Under the power of microscope, for
instance, a tiny drop of water sinhazied
from a slimy puddle appears to be
a lake darting with fantasatic creatures.
TOO OFTEN we relish the beauty
of a rose or a rainbow, but because
God never gives a commercial, we
never think of the sponsor. Actually,
as long as we first honor God in His
official place, the church, on His official day, Sunday, we can also honor
Him Monday at sunset or Thursday
at dawn — on a snowy spike of a
mountain or ft dimpled blue lake. But
the big thing is to'do it God's way
first — in the way lie established on
the day He appointed.
was

STRICTLY

LISINESS

being in ill health for se%eral
years, were held Friday afternoon at 2:30 at the Water Valley Methodist church. The Rev.
L. B. Council, pastor of the Martin Methodist Church officiated.
Burial, under direction of Whitnel Funeral Home was in the
Water Valley Cemetery.
She was a member of the
Water Valley Methodist Church.
Nine years trim on- April 14. Mc.
and Mrs. Latta observed tin e
50th wedding anniversary.
Latta leaves hrishitsbanii.•
John Latta; four. daughters,
Mrs. Mable Pirtle of Water VA
Icy. Mrs. Hazel McAlister of Detroit, Mrs. Burnette Myers of
Los Angeles, Calif.. and Mrs.
Helen Elliott of Detroit; a stepsister, Mrs. Ray Brady of Los
Angeles, Calif.; a step-brother.
Clarence Graham of Laurel.
Miss.; six grandchildren. five
great-grandchildren, several
nieces and nephews

by McFeattori

phis and funeral services were
held there at the National Funeral Home at 2 p.m. Tuesday.
Mr. Pillow, a restaurant operator, leaves his wife, Mrs.
Effie Pillow; a son. William Pillow of Memphis;- and four
brothers, Porter Pillow of Water Valley, Rob and Wash Pillow
if Fulgham, and Clarence Pillew of Mayfield.
Tune t,
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RAYMOND PILLOW
Raymond Pillow, 53, of Amarillo. Texas died )5unday Morn
mg at 7 o'clock 'Ile had been
in ill health foe:the -past year. ,
His body was:hriaight to Mene

bot thou's %hat you told all the gide

ia 14211"
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BACK THE CLOCK 1

October 16, 1931
John Culver, felmer Fulton- business man, now of Bartlesville. Okla., was in the city last
week mingling with old friends.
You -know Mr. Culver sponsored
the buying and installation of
all the school swine's, slides and
other playthings for the school
grounds before leaving here, and
my, what a joyous time the
children have had ever since.
His wife, who has been visiting her brother, Morris Chowning. and family for a few weeks,
last
accompanied him home
Saturday.

tive s ith se icker
autumn leaves.

baskets

1r

A fine meeting was held at
Mrs. Dean Collier's by the McThe only difference between
Faddlen Homemakers' Club on the present $2 detective stories
Thursday. October 8th. The les- 'and the old time-thriller is that
son was "Floors and Floor-Cov- the present ones are printed on
erings," given by Miss Culton. a little better paper.
The minor subject was "Table
Setting and Eteguette."
The notice poeted on the front
The meeting adjourned to door of the Fgrmers Bank Thursnext
J.
Bowmeet
with Mrs. C.
day morning announced that the
A
ers.
bulk was closed by order of
the board of directors.
An Inspirational Luncheon and
unusally attractive social and
A nice farm house on the Enon
musicale event, marked the opening of the Matinee Music Club road belonging to S. E. Hanafternoon. There cock and occupied by Wales
Wednesday
were eighty-two members at- Austin and family burned early
tending the party, which was Sunday morning. The family
given at the Woman's Club in saved most of their household
good, but the house was a comPaducah.
At the conclusion of the lunch- plete loss.
eon the guests retired to the asMr. and Mrs. Tom Brooks,
sembly room, where a beautiful
recital was given by the visiting well known Fulton people, have
artists, Mrs. Ralph Penn, Doris been' married fifty years Octo Mr.
Huddleston and Ruth Fields, tober 12, according
Mrs. Charles Brann, Mrs. G. G. Brooks. who added that they
celebrated the event by workBard and Mrs R. S. Williams
Two pianos were arranged on ing all day in their grocery on
the platform, which was attrac- State street.
terian Church Thursday afternoon at 3. The Rev.. G. P. McWilliam officiated. Burial was
in the church cemetery. He was
79.
MRS. ADELLA McMORRIS
Mr. Tillman, father- of Mrs.
Services - far- _Mes____Adella Oakley Woodside of Fulton, died
10:30 at
McMorris, who died at the Wednesday morning at
attack.
Fulton Hospital Monday morn- his home of a heart
He was a retired farmer. Mr.
ing at 7, after a lengthly illness,
was an telder in the
Tillrnal
afternoon,
were held Tuesday
PresbyOctober 2, at 2:30, at the Mt. Bethesda Cumberland
Church.
Vernon Methodist Church near terian
Besides his daughter here, he
Clinton. The Rev. Joe Gardner
wife, Mrs. Rena Harof. Paducah. assisted by the pas- leaves his
three other daughtor, the Rev. John Weird oL__ ris Tillman;
Tillman of MemBea
Miss
teis,
under
Burial,
Clinton, officiated.
Smith of
Warner
Mrs.
p/is,
Hornbeak
direction- of -the Paul
Memphis, and Mrs. Howard Hay
Funeral Home, was in Oakwood
sons,
Cemetery, in Hickman County. of Oak Ridge, Tenn.; two
born Cleo Tillman of Friendship,
Mrs. McMorris was
D. Tillman of
Aug. 19, 1878 in Hickman Coun- Tenn., and J.
Ga.; one halfbrother;
Marietta,
and
Jack
of
daughter
the
ty,
grandchildren.
Sara Campbell Hicks. She unit- and 11
ed with the Mt. Vernon MethodMISS EFFIE DEAN STARK
ist Church early in life and held
membership there at the time
Services for Miss Effie Dean
of her death. She was married Stark, 70, who died at her home
to W. E. McMorris in 1898. He in the Pilot Oak Community at
preceded her in death in 1942. 3:30 Monday morning, after a
To this union 12 children were lengthly
were held
illness,
born, five preceding her in Tuesday afternoon at 2, at the
death.
Mt. Pleasant Church of Christ.
During the past few years she Bro. Wiley Matthews officated.
had made her home with her Burial, under direction of Jackchildren.
son Brothers Funeral Home of
Mrs. McMorris leaves four Dukedom, was in the church
Fite
and
daughters, Mrs. Gladys
cemetery.
Mrs. Lcrene Presley of Fulton,
Miss Stark leaves her mother,
Mrs. Rachel Stephens of Water Mrs. Zep Stark of Water Valley,
Valley and Mrs. Willene Under- Route 2, with whom she made
wood of Cape Girardeau, Mo.; her home; three brothers, Si
three sons, Waltus McMorris of and Huey Stark of Water ValClinton, Winfred McMorris of ley, Route 2, and Willie Stark of
Water Valley and Charles R. Fulton, Route 2; and a sister,
McMorris of Fulton; 11 grand- Mrs. Oscar Rhodes of Water
children, and nine great-grand- Valley, Route 2.
children.
MRS. RUBY LATTA
L. E. TILLMAN
Services for Mrs. Ruby JohnServices for L. E. Tillman of son Latta, who died Wednesday
Friendship, Tenn., were held at afternoon, Sept. 28, at 2:30 at
Bethesda Cumberland Presby- her home in Water Valley after

DEATHS

You need a margin of
surround light like this

of

Last Saturday
was "Trade
Day" in Fulton and Chief of
Police
Huddleston,
was
in
charge of the band wagon. You
know the Chief has a way of
v•elcoming folks to the city on
Trade Day, and no sweeter
music was ever heard than his
tuneful voice announcing the
names of the heroes of the oc
casion.
you have never visited Fulton on Trade Days you do not
know what you are missing.
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At the Capitol Plaza—a hotel of
unusual
charm located opposite the Union Station
Plaza. Noted for its genuine hospitality,
comfortable accommodations, and for its
unusual food. Parking Lots and near by
Garage facilities. Radio in every
room.
Air-conditioned guest rooms available.

300 modern rooms from $3

DODGE HOTEL
WASHINGTON, D.C.

E. J. HARRIS, Managing Director
HENRY J. LEMANSK1, General Moog
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CONTROVERSIAL FILM ON DRUGS
STARTS SUNDAY AT ORPHEUM THEATRE

UK ANNOUNCES
MEDICAL STAFF

'thinking is the hardest work
there is, which is the probable
reason why so few engage in it.
The University of Kentucky
—Henry Ford
Board of Trustees has appointed four medical specialists from
the State University of New
Hearing Aid Batteries
York College of Medicine to the
staff of the newly established
Complete Line
UK College of Medicine.
The .new staff membea,s are For all makes of hearing aids!
Vis:t our Hearing Aid Departan assistant dean, a medical
ment at your first opportunity.
economist, a medical sociologist
and a medical statistician.
CITY DRUG CO.
The dean of the University of
IOS Lake Street
Phone 78
New York College of Medicine I
at Syracuse, Dr. William R.
Willard, resigned his post there
in July to become vice president of the UK Medical Center
and dean of the College of
Medicine.
The appointees follow:
Dr.
Richardson
Kilbourne
Noback, assistant dean and associate professor of medicine;
Dr. Howard Lee Bost, professor
of medical and hospital economics; Dr. Robert Straus, professor
of medical sociology, and Dr.
Alan Ross, assistant professor of
medical statistics.

...liu.tgcr Than Lif.•,- one of ri.veats the unusual l'4 .1111111Ca the most controversial films to- -lions arising from misuse of the
come out of Hollywood since •
airug," cortisone, and
"The Man with the Golden shows the effects on its victim
Arm," has been hooked to start to be as harrowing as that from
'Sunday, October 7 at the Or- the use of narcotic drugs.
pheum Theatre, Manager liar- ' Mason selected the daring
old (Shull Weldon. announced ; theme for his first fling at film
today. 'James Mason, Barbara • productain iri which he also
Rush and Walter Matthau share plays the dramatic lead. Nicholthe starring honors .in the pie- as Ray, master of off-beat
ture which deals 'kith a new stories who scored recently with
type of drug aticlietiom
"Rebel Without a Cause," diThis Twentieth Century-Fox rected. Included in the supportpicture, (limed in CinemaSeope ing cast are Robert Simon,
and DeLuxe color, was based on Christopher Olsen, Roland Winan actual case which was written tent, Rusty Lane, Rachel Stephup in medical annals and was ens and Kipp Hamilton. Joe
!Scripted for the screen by Cyril 'MacDonald, A.S.C.. handled the
Hurne and Richard Maibaum. It special camera work.

CHILD FITNESS
TO BE STUDIED
THRU TENNESSEE
Parents and Teachers
Begin State-Wide
Conferences Oct. 4

They had 14 members and two
visitors. A grand program was
enjoyed.
Refreshments
were
served by Mrs. Roy Cruce, the•
hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. truce of
Los Angeles Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
•Shankle of Chicago and Archie
Cruee of Detroit and Mr. and
Mrs.' Harry • Tucker Sr were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs
Fred McClanahan Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Simpson
who have been in Chicago two
weeks have returned to move
and take Freida and Jack back
with them to make their home
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Johnson
of Los Angeles are visiting Mrs.
Bessie Campbell. relatives and
(riends.
Joe Campbell is in Lexington,
Ky. this week.
Rev. Srnithmyer is visiting his
son, Mr. Claude Smithmyer and
family in Houston, Texas.
Mrs. Doris Cruce and James
Howard of Martin were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Cruce.
Snuthinyer and daughters spent Sunday with her
father, Mr. Hodgearlii-Hickman,
Ky.

Tennessee parents and teachers will attack the physical "unfitness" of their children •in a
aeries of state-wide conferences
beginning Oct 4 at the University of Tennessee.
The State Deportment of
Education and lT-T's Department of Physical Education and
Recreation are planning the
one-day meetings with cooperation kit the state Congress of
Parents and Teachers
Attention of the American
public has been dramatically
focused on physical fitness by
• comparative survey of European and American children of
elementary school age In the
survey. only 8 per cent of the
foreign youngsters failed a series of simple physical fitness
-trusts (called the Krauts-Weber
lestta) as compared with failures by 30 per cent of -more Sell the easy way—Want Ads!
than 4,000 children tested in this
country
Some 600 to 800 teachers and
parents are expected for the
"pilot" U-T conference which.
like other regional meetings to
follow, will outline a deenite
program for improving physical
fitness

Top row (1. to r.): PAIGE MILLER, age 16 months,
ALLYSON MILLER, age 3 years, and MERIDITH
MILLER, age 5, children of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney
Miller of Fulton and grandchildren of Mrs. Lois Haws
of Fulton sand Dr. and Mrs. W. C. Miller, Gaithersburg, Maryland.
(Bottom row, I. to r.): RUTH LYNN WILLIAMS,
age 16 months: ANN HUNTER WILLIAMS, age 8;
and JAMES GORDON WILLIAMS, age 41
/
2, children of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr. of Fulton
and grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Baldridge
and of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Williams, Sr., of Fulton.

House Is Provided
Pre-Med Students
House at 112 Maxwell Street
has been made available by
several Lexington doctors as a
housing unit for worthy and
needy premedical students at
the University of Kentucky.
The offer, made as a means

RUPTURE
irs HERE
The Sensational IsIt'w Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Tru.ss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

I DEWEY JOHNSON

of - furthering medical education,
was accepted at a recent meeting of the University's board of
trustees, subject to further study
of details.
President \ Frank G.. Dickey
said that the house will provide
living quarters for :5 premedical
students.

All types of Insurance

SAVE

GET our

P
' ACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything'

No. 1 Lake St.

309 East Walnut St.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 408

Phone 9188

24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CDOSE

MOPS A NIVANNEA CAR.PROVED IN ACTION
taint the magic that made possible so wonderfully different a Ford. In the toughest on-theroad tests ever given to a car, this "Inner Ford"
demonstrated that a '57 Ford rides you sweet
and low ... that it takes the bumps without a
bobble, the curves without the pitch .. and,
that in power. it "takes nothing horn nobody!"
Nothing on wheels hurries, handles Or holds
up like a turd!

Hem
Today!

SHOE

A newtind of FORD with tine

REPAIRING

Mr and -Mrs Talmage Corum
of Akron, Ohio are visiting their
relatives and friends here this
week
Mr and Mrs. Earl Johnson of
Los Angeles, Calif. have returned home after several weeks
visit with their sister, Mrs Bessie Campbell
Mrs Bessie Campbell spent a
week with her son, Mr and Mrs.
Howard Campbell and family of
near Henderson, Ky.
The Cayce Homemakers met
in the basement of the Methodist Church Thursday afternoon

CONPLITIC
SHOE RESUILDNG
For a (radios of the cost ef
new doom, you can have oldoboe comfort wtth that newshoes look! Here's what our
complete shoe re-building Includes:
• Full soles with coacealed
stitching
• New heels, fresh heel pads
for insides
• All rips and tears neatly
sewn

lowest filevOy air
ohlkit toad

my handy new

Kitchen Telephone"
(in color, too)
With a handy telephone in your
kitchen, you can place and take calls
right where you work I ooks
pretty, too, in your choice of decorator
colors. Helps you sail through the day.
Costs just pennies a day. This you'll like!
To order, just call our Businesc Other Or ask
any irutaller-repairman you happen to see.

Southern Bell Telephone
and Tolograph Company

livierral,ere vol.look
What ilva`fouck aFTStwossow•

OsirfoseiMP
stir:Wasiak

orv•-a
goasa *9.5110

The Fairlane 500,finest Ford series,
features five of the 19 lunge',!owe',
beefier Fords for '57

Y

C.

ou're in for a thrill when you see this new knockout named Ford! But save your superlatives till
you drive it! That's where the fun really starts.
It's fun just knowing that others who see you
wish they were you. For you're commanding the
longest, lowest, heaviest, biggest car ever to sport
such a low price tag. There's head room to spare
for a new fall bonnet • . stretch-out space for a
"Daddy Longlegs."
You'll find that the tough and ready new "Inner
Ford" is built to take the roughest road you'll care
to travel. New outboard rear springs and ball joint
front suspension let Ford take the turns without
the tilt. New swept-back control arms help take
bounce out of bumps.
Best of all, Fords library-like quiet is built in.
And the new "Inner Ford" is why. For never be-

Go first with

Fulton

fore in Ford's field has there been a body with so
much extra bracing so firmly anchored to its foundation. And you can choose from three big Silver
Anniversary V-S's with up to 245 horsepower.
There's also a new Mileage Maker Six with 144
horsepower, the most modern Six in the industry.
You can pick your Ford tailored to your desires and your budget. too! Choose from nine
Fairlane or Fairlane 500 models or from five Custom or Custom 300 models. Or take your pick from
Ford's five longer, lower, new station wagons.
Whichever model you select, you'll get a car that's
been re-invented from the wheels up!
So there's the new kind of Ford Big! Gracious!
Spacious! A luxury car true-hut one that any newcar buyer can easily afford. Come in! See what
wonder-cars you can buy now at low Ford prices.

IN TWO NEW SUPER SIZES
MIDI is FT
LONG
On Mow
Hs' IVI.eibase

OCR tin
LONG
0..
114. ino••••••

3 Custom Models

2 Custom 300 Models

4 FaIrlane Mr.dels

5 2 moaner 500 Models

PLUS 5 NEW MODELS IN THE
STATION WAGON SERIES

The Fairlane Fords for '57, like the
Fairlane SOO models, have no equal ...
no counterpart, in the low-price field.

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY

,41=77.
)11311,1110111111V
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(Continued horn Page One)

Pigskin Pickings

Homecoming Game

L. 0. Bradford

(Continued f,n Page One)

(Continued from Page One)
the Smokies they will live in was driving and a car driven by 0 It will be ill,. .-irst victory for
one of the Jones Apartments on Harold Wooldridge of Mayfield htrion over winless Russell- claSsits in campaigns begun Sep(Continued from Page One)
yule.
East State Line.
tember 24th and being concludcollided 91ead-on near Water
MORGANFTELD 19, OWENS- ed September 30th with a "Footto chief operator who is ill in
Sara Ross and Charles Ander- Valley. Wooldridge suffered a
BORO CATHOLIC 0. Morgan- ball Player Action" being held
the Fulton Hospital.
son were married in a beautiful
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson and ceremony in the Methodist par broken leg and broken collar- field is going for an undefeated on that day in Chapel.
bone.
season and Catholic will proWS. Ruth Qloys attended the sonage at Dresden, Tenn.
This auction, an uproarious
Cruce home coming in Columvide just token opposition. War- and hilarious spectacle beholds
Those attending from oer ofRUMMAGE
SALE
1.
Sunday
afren Riley to have another fine
bus Belmont Park,
fice were Mary Frances RobThe Fulton Lions Club will night. This is a Thursday night sixteen boys, members of the
ternoon. Several relgtives were erts, Miss Ross's only attendant,
Bulldog Squad _(selected by the
in
the
and
buildSaturday
day
here from out of the state in- Janie Barber. June McKinney,
contest.girls), auctioned off.
cluding Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Joan Owensby, Virginia Forrest ing on East State Line formerly
STURGIS
DAVIESS
34,
The various classes have each
occupied by the Fred Roberson COUNTY 0. Keeping up with
Cruce of Los Azigisles,--Calif.
and Cararna Jackson,
presented entertaining . Chapel
grocery.
and
Oliver
Lee
Marion
and
Madisonvillii"
Morilittnlield
Upon the' return of a short
programs. They have also served
Charles Ray were married in a wedding trip to the Smoky
UPSET SPECIALS
luncheons and sold candy on the
FRIDAY
MEETING
CLUB
ceremony
impressive
quiet but
MAYFIELD 20, DYERSBUFtG
Moutains. They will make their
to raise money for the
The Fulton Woman's Club will 13. Somebody once said, "keep campus
In the Cumberland Presbyterian home in Louisville, Ky., where
candidates for Queen in their
Church, Friday morning at 9:06 Mr. Anderson is employed with meet Friday October 5 at the trying to succeed." Well, that's
heated race.
Club home, with the program the case in picking the Cardia.m.
Western Electric.
All money raised will go to
Junior
in
charge
Woman's
of
Those attending from our ofthe
nals
to
Dyersburg.
Both
take
We extend our sincere symmeet the expenses for equipfice were Janie Barber who was pathy to the family of Mr. C. department. Guest speaker will teams are weaker - than former
ment and various other things
Miss Oliver's only attendant, A. Jackson who died in the be Mrs. Harrison Colp of Car- years and the choice is made on
the football squad.
Virginia Forrest, June McKin- Riverside Hospital in Paducah, bondale. fll. The meeting begins the contention that, Mayfield has for
candid'ate whose class has
The
and Carma Jackson.
played more formidable foes.
Sunday afternoon at 2:00. He at 3::00 p.m.
raised the largest amount of
After a short wedding trip to was the Oaternal grandfather of
OWENSBORO
13, TILGH- money will be crowned "FootEARN KNOXVILLE TRIP
MAN 7. The Red Devils to win ball Queen of 1956" at the homeRay Jackson.
The Obion County poultry their first game of the season coming game. The other three
Tiny adorable Teresia Welch
.., ......
visited our office one day last judging team, which placed ftrst and will certainly be a sweet candidates will serve as "Maids
in Mid-South Fair competition victory- for them. Game will be to the Queen."
week.
THE MAYCAO
This garrte promises to see a
We were sorry to hear of the last week, will participate in played tSaturday nighty
accident which took the left the Tennessee State poultry
HF.NDERSON 20, HOPKINS- lot of action and everyone's
AUTOMATIC
hand of "Tar Baby" Nelson, last judging contest in Knoxville this VILLE 14. The Hoptown Tigers support is needed to win this
. WASHER
Monday afternoon. Mrs. Nelson month. The team, all from South have raised eyebrows with it's game. It is hoped that the larg...
is formerly an operator of our Fulton High School, includes impressive wins over Trigg 34- est crowd ever will be present
Jane Peeples, Diane Gunter, 0. Providence 32-0, Russellville- at the Home-Coming Game Frioffice.
Ioo li. Pnesejt
Clara Nell Davidson visited Jean Maynard and Nancy Faulk- 50-0, and Clarksville, Tenn. 7-6. day night
Ilayeas dee,
in Fulton this week. She trans- ner and sponsor, Miss Frances But not to be overlooked is the
"rkLow down rlymestill.1
way last year's champs have Mrs. McDaniel's Father
ferred from our office to West Perry.
and Easy Terms sedostlegun to roll. Henderson kat
Palm Beach, Fla.
BARBER
SHOP
SOLD
BENNETT ELECTRIC Janie Barber spent the week D. 1) Legg, wwho has owned its opener to Caldwell County, Dies After Long Illness
but since then has rolled over
end with Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
MOS.
Z17 Malp
Alfred Dearlove Riley. 70, reand operated the Main Street Bowling Green and Providence.
Barber of Chestnut Glade.
Barber- Shop in Fulton for the The Hens also have a week's tired offset pressman and fath
past 38 years, announced sale of rest and advantage of playing at et of Mrs. Ethel MeLkiniel of
Drought
Fulton. died at his home at 7366
the shop to George Carter and home.
West Manchester Blvd., .Los Anthe Soil Bank is October 5, ac- J. E. McNatt, employees of the
IN TENNESSEE
Calif. on Sept. 27, after
cording to M. 0. Champion, shop for the last 29 and 21
SOUTH FULTON 26, ALAMO ageles.
illness.
lingering
Transfer
respectively.
years,
Chairman of the local ASC Of6. The Red Devils of South FulHoly
Rosary
was recited
was effected on October • 1st.
fice. .
ton travel to meet the Red
Change In 1957
Devils of Alamo and will come Sunday night and requiem mass
solemninsd Monday morning at
Wheat Acreage
back home with a record of
Southeastern
St Angeles. Burial was in Holy
2-2-1.
After
the
Alarna
game,
M. 0. Champion, Chairman of
(Continued from Page One)
Cross Cemetery.
the Fulton County A-SC Com- Hickman, operating from Fulton Coach Nelson's charges meet
Mrs. McDaniel. who was visitmittee, said today that the and Hickman, returning over tour toughies in a row. New- ing her father and mother at
wheat acreage on a farm in 1957 same route, serving the junction bern, Tiptonville, Dresden, and the time of his death, was one
will be determined in acres and for purpose of joinder with Fulton; so the team will go all of three children. The widow,
_
tenths of acres, consequently if Route 2, serving Hickman and out to win this one
DRESDEN 19, SHARON 7. three brothers, one sister, and
the wheat acreage exceeds the all intermediate joints.
five grandchildren, also survive
allotment as much as one tenth
Route 4 -- Fulton to Mayfield The Lions to get back on the
Wadi 11 doss and sod& Tan
native of England, movwin
trail
after
two
consecutive edRiley.
(0.1) acre the farm shall be con- serving all the intermediate
can't nors sastablems
California nine months
to
close losses.
!nasty at this lens Wilt
sidered in excess and would be points.
Racine, Wis , following
UNION CITY 28, MARTIN 0. ago from
wall paint.
notified accordingly. Previously
Anyone desiring to protest apretirement after 22 years with
Gorges= solos. $
the allotment had to be exceed- proval of this application may The Tornadoes to improve on • printing company. He was for
Reidy to ow Nam 5.4.
ed by one (1..0) acre for the do so, Commissioner C
M. their 2-3 record at the Panthers 40 years a member of the
to splay.Ors villas
farm to be considered excess.
Blackburn said. The protest expense.
doss th• avars.gs
BROWNSVILLE 44, MILAN 7 Knights of Columbus.
roma al inky ... KJeSb
must be filed in duplicate with
The Hardin and Flanagan
Not
even a good scrimmage for
devoiotn of thought to an the department and applicant 10
Mortuary,
at 636 So. Prairie
the Tomcats.
Exchange Furniture Co. honest achievement makes the days prior to the hearing.
BRUCETON 34, SAVANNAH Ave., Hawthorne, are in charge
achievement possible.
of arrangements
Phone 35
p0
12.we
Th
r.e Tigers have too much
Church St.
-Mary Baker Eddy

Telephone News

(Continued from Page One)
went to Oklahoma, where he
entered banking. From 1912 until 1930 he bought and sold 15
banks in Oklahoma, and one at
Fulton.
After making a success in
banking, he entered the oil business in Oklahoma. He maintained oil interests in that state
until his death.
Mr. Bradford was a collector
of old coins. One coin in his
collection, an 1838 -half-dollar
was worth $4,000. .He was one
of few collectors who had United States Treasury bills bearing
his own signature. He was vice
president of the First National
Rank at McAlester, Okla., at the
time the bills were issued.
In 1929, Mr. Bradford and his
family returned to Fulton. He

III
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HOSPITAL NEWS

Fulton Drive-In Movies
HIWAY, 43 E.

FULTON-MAILTIN

SATURDAY-October 6
"HILDA CRANE"
(In Color)-Jean Simmons, Guy Madison
"BLACK SHIELD"
Starring Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh
"DAKOTA LIL"
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday - Oct. 7-81
First Showing In This Area

orHilARD
Josemulitifivw"
cl

Reatz,

Nover-Saybro-Toblbi Wry el the Top-Seale Guys!

CINEku.ScOPE

C.. by

TECHNICOLOR

Scre.play tor BMX MINES awl iiouav MIRKY
bReoloot han,MUG /LLD Rol RIAU i BROCCOLI • °meted Bt55MVO

Wednesday. October 10
"PICNIC
On Color) Kim Novak and William Holden

RIPLEY 39, HALLS 6 Could
be even srrp Ripley to name
The following were patients its score.
HUMBOL
27. JACKSON
in the local hospitals Wednes11 Jackson 'won its game last
day morning
week against rival Niirth Side.
Haws MemorialUPSET SPECIAL
GREENFIELD 13, GLF,ASON
S. A. Weggner, Crutchfield; 12 The Yellowjackets are picked
Tom Work; Dukedom; Peggy here because they seem to have
Counce, Fulton; Mrs. Millard 'the best halanced team Extra
Maxey, Rt. 1, Dresden; Mrs. point will probably decide the
Hassell Williams, Fulton; L. V. ;outcome
Williams, Fulton; Win Whitnel,
IN COLLEGE
Fulton: Mrs. Hamp Williams, Ohio State- over Stanford 7
Rt. 2, Water Valley; Mrs Wil- points. Texas Christian 6 over
Piarn Farreater„ Fulton. Mrs. Arkansas, Pittsburgh 14 over
Hugh Rushton, Fulton; Mrs. California, Ole Miss 20 over
Francis Edward, Fulton, Mrs. Houston, So. California 6 over
James Aadms, Fulton; Mrs. Wisconsin, Tennessee 12 over
Ernest Morgan, Rt. 2, Water Val- Duke, LSU 7 over Ric.., SMU 13
ley; Jimmy Barber, Rt. 5, Ful- over Missouri, Tulane 14 over
ton.
Northwestern, Iowa 10 over
Oregon State.
Jones HospitalArmy to take Penn State by
George Hardy, Fulton; A. E.
Wall, Cayce; Mrs. Lulla Bone, 7, Navy 18 over Cornell, PrinceFulton; Mrg. Bertha Stephens. ton 14 over Columbia, Kansas
Fulton; Mrs. R. V. Allison, Ful- 1 over Colorado, Notre Dame 28
ton; Mrs. R E. Melton, Water .over Indiana, South Carolina 6
Valley; Grover Dallas, Fulton; over North Carolina, Vanderbilt
Mrs. Eldred Choates, Fulton; 14 over Alabama,:i., and Texas
Mrs. Johnnie Harwood, Fulton; A&M 21 over Texas Teal.
UPSET SPECIALS
Mrs. Ben Schwerdt, Fulton; Mrs.
KENTUCKY 14, FLORIDA 7.
Kitty Morrow, Bandana, Ky.;
The big question this .week has
Mrs. Cletus Hawkins, Fulton.
been, "was Kentucky that bad,
Patton Hospital-or Ole Miss that good?" Well in
Mrs. Luzane Phillips, altick- thiaeorner. I say that Mississippi
man; Abe Martin, Fultort_ Mrs. beyond a doubt is as good a
Charles Newton and baby" Rt. team as you will find anywhere
3, Fulton; Mrs. Jack 94elds, inszthe nation. Kentucky has
Fulton; Mrs. Lila Hastings,-Ful- weak spots namely at quarterton; Paul B. Cummings, Rt. 3, back. but Delmar Hughes ti3
Fulton; Cora Pertle, Fulton; Mrs. have one of his better games
Jack Williams, Rt. 4, Dresden; this Saturday. Game will be
Glady Morrow, Fulton; Mrs. broadcast over WFUL AM-FM
Julia Cooley, Crutchfield; Frank beginning at 1:30.
Denton, Metropolis; Luther PicMit THIGAN 21‘, MICHIGAN
kering, Water Valley; Joe Jones, STATE 14. This will be a game
Columbus; B. B. Stephenson, of games between these two riFulton; Mrs. George Black, Rt. vals. Just a hunch -that the
1, Fulton; Mrs. Fannie Craig, Michigan passing will outdo the
Clinton; Mrs. Mike Fry, Fulton; running of Charlie Peaks and
Fred .13. Worth, Fulton; Mrs. Walt Kowalczyk.
Jim Pruett Sr. Rt. 2, Fulton.
BAYLOR 7, MARYLAND 0.

Economy is half the battle of
life: it is not so hard to esrn
money as to spend it wisely
The Bears are on the upswing
after edging California
and
trouncing Texas Tech, while apparently the Terrapins are having trouble getting in gear
,
WEST VIRGINIA 19, TEXAS
13 The Longhorns are favored by the odds makers, but
the Mountaineers have a rugged
hard-to-beat crew
PURDUE 13, MINNF-SOTA 7.
The passing arm of Len Dawson
will be too much for the Gophers to cope with.
Well, that's the report for this
week and remember if everybody viewed the game the same,
football wouldn't be the great
sport it Is.

Regularly 3.95 to 8.95
ONLY $1.95

FELT HATS

SLACKS

TIES,

Lee $7.50-NOW $4.95 Mostly 28 to 32 waist Regularly 1.50 to 2.50
Stetson $10 NOW $6.95 $7.95 to $13.95 Values
79c ea.
Disney $15 NOW $9.95
ONLY $3.95
4 for $3.00

On
lawated
1 Illion

41 2

Acres.

4 miles north
on Ilis hw v 307

of

Albert Tines
Telephone 1222-M-2

It's time to get the children's clothes you have
been

planning to buy.

_ Don't put it off; do it now while our new charming stocks are complete and offer you a full selection of sizes, colors and styles. Economically
priced to fit yur budget. Lay-away if you wish.

JACK and JILL SHOP
204 Lake Street

SEE US

Fulton

BEFORE YOU BUY!

FALL SEED FOR COVER CROPS AND
WINTER PASTURE. All kinds of Small Sbed:
grass, Clover, barley, oats, rye.
OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,-Clover,
Fescue

IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
and time for that good HANNA'S Paint - the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
interior or exterior.

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

AC-107lild Sons
Phone 202

STORM WINDOWS
AND DOORS
'Weather-tight insulation assures all-svinter
comfort,
stops fuel waste.
'Enduring
aluminum
construction.
'No changing or storing.
'We invite your Inquiries; no
obligation to buy, of course!
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Pay NOTHING down .
60 days before first payment . . . THREE years to pay. W e
handle ALI_
papers for you; no strings, no red
tape. (An FilA

loan does not affect your original
home loan)
FARMERS TERMS available on
quarterly payments.
INSULATION (blown -in, pre-fab, storm sash,

I00).; f
A v 1.0
(...ltf
t •itt•thi
410
C. lit. '
f riim
Fulton
Jam,
South
centIs'
I,,4 tonal
Jan,
in Del
She is
tonal
plan ti
troit.

vents)
ROOFING:: (Built-up, shingle, bonded)
FLOOR COVERING: (Rubber, vinal)
SIDING: (Insulating, asbestos, cedar,
aluminum)
PEST CONTROL

Fulton Roofing and Insulation Co.
Ill

Stuld
Crutc

(upstart

"Your Home Improvement Hqts"
"FHA APPROVED"

Next to

Telephone office

Mi

Phone 557
--MI

OUITTING BUSIIIES
BERMUDA SHORTS

FOR SALE
5-Room House

WinterIs Approaching

Super'
Kern-Tone

89

maintained his home h.:e since
that time, making occasional
trips to Oklahoma to tend tu
business interest there.
Hg was a member of First
Christian Church, the Elks, the
Masons and Wimximen of the
World.

Further Reductions
In Our Sale!

ARROW WHITE

SHIRTS
Regularly $3.95
ONLY $2.89

FRANKLIN'S
QUALITY SHOP

--Sa
--Sa
--Sa
--Cc
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Sunday Singings At
Crutchfield, New Hope

1

Another large crowd expected
next tunday afternoon to attend the big 4sommunity singing
that is to be held in the Methodist Church at Crutchfield, Ky.
So remember the time and place,
beginning at 2:00 p.m.
This Sunday afternoon the
outstanding Hawkins Quartet of
Faducah,"Kentucky will be the
featured quartet, so every one
come and let us give them a big
"Crutchfield Welcome" to their
first appearance in the Crutchfield singing. Lester Patrick will
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(Them C. Cunningham
Hello! Ready fur some more
news from South Fultyn7
MEETING AT WATER VALLEY
The ball game turned out
Oliver
C. Cunningham
of
pretty good II think We tied
Fulton will preach in a Gospel
with the Sharon "Eagles" 7 11) 7
Meeting at the Church of Christ
Jo Swift gave a hayride for
in Water Valley, October 7th to
some of her friends Monday
13th. Mr. Cunningham will benight The following attended•
glirsius part in the meeting at 8
Guynelle Payne. Martha Weaks.
Sunday night. The Sunday
Jerne Weems. Beverly Laceevening sermon subject will be,
well. Peggy Wilhawks. Ruth
'The Crucified Christ." All othPruitt, Joyce Hopkins. Charles
er evening services will be at
Toon, Marilyn Yates, Norman
730 p.m. Monday through SatAllison, Jerry Hastings, Lowell
urday.
Cathey, Jerry Burrell, Jo Swift,
Billy Meacheam, Billy McClanahan, Donald Faulicner, Huddle
Swift, Charles Elliot, .Howard
flowers. Billy Evans and Danny
Swift.
The annual F.H A. Mother
Plans for the October 16th
and Daughter Banquet was held
Tarsday night Oct. 2 In the Boy Scout Campaign of the Four
school cafeteria. Mrs. Ruth Ham Rivers council are progressing
from the Frigidaire Corporation rapidly this week as Robert
of Memphis was guest speaker Burrow, Community
campaign
The yearbook drive is still in chairman for Fulton and South
progress It will continue for Fulton, announced the names of
his key assistants in the camanother week
The Student Council had its paign
Warren Anderson will, serve
regular meeting Tuesday during
as vice-chairman for the drive;
activity period
Betty Faye Peeples has been Nathan Wade has been appointpublicity chairman. Thad
elected Football Queen of '56- ed
57 Loraine Fields and Wanja Fagan chairman of special gifts:
Outland are her attendants She Bertes Pigue, rating of prospects
adult
will be crowned at the Home- and Felix Gossum, Jr
coming Game with Nev.- bein, chairman
Funds from the campaign will
Oct 11
Dennis Bunch is giving a party help support the .Council's adfor his classmates at the South- ministrative .serviceig training,
way Restaurant Thursday night. and camp maintenance
October 4 There will be games
be in charge.
and dancing for these "Silly
Also Sunday evening beginSophomores
ning at 7 30 in the New Hope
We are happy to have a new
Baptist church, three miles east
student in our midst. From
of Latham, Tenn The Hawkins
we welcome
Ashley. Illinois
Quartet; The
Gospel
Light
Ronnie Killebrew
Quartet; and The .Temple Trio
Eva Jo Reams is sporting a
will be appearing in another big
new accessory these days A
singing with lots of other talent,
speedy
cast! We wish Eva a very
You have a cordial welcome
recovery
to attend Mr Buck Stowe will
The Freshmen are going to
be the master of ceremony of
have a weiner roast Thursday
the New Hope Singing.
night. Oct 4, at the City Park.
Ask Joan Tune about that
diamond
she's flashing these
days!
Here is morn news from the
alumnae:
Max Richards. a 1956 South
Fulton graduate, has entered
Pepperdine College in Los Angeles, Calif.. u a freshman. He
is also employed at the North
American Aviation, Inc.
Larry Kelly. a 1956 South
Fulton graduate. is now working for the North American
Aviation, Iric. in Los Angeles.
Calif. He and Max Richards live
t •ir
00.
together. Their mailing address
0.11e.'
is 410 East 134th St., Hawthorne,
Calif. They would enjoy hearing
from their friends at South
Fulton.
Janie Sue Brockwell, a 1955
South Fulton graduate, was recently married in Detroit to
lannard Huff.
Janie Sue has been working
in Detroit since her graduation.
She is a bookkeeper in the National Bank of Detroit. They
plan to make their home in Detroit.

BOY SCOUT DRIVE
IS COMING SOON

KING-O-HEAT

iminum

_And another question: Why
have so many cities about us,
after having given it a try,
thrown artificial water fluoridation out?
Hastings Law Journal defines
"fluorine" as a medicine, Then
does not the addition of this to
our water supply make it unour
violating
constitutional,

‘f,ty

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

Five boys and advisor Wayne
Hurd attended the State Fair at
Louisville. The boys were Norris
Bugg, Russell Sellars, Bobby
Scott, Ronald Kirby,' and Jerry
Stewart. Jerry Stewart won a
blue ribbon in showmanship at
the Dairy Show at Louisville..
Everyone enjoyed the trip.

HOME
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taesewstad
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Three Reddest Lomond
Rothabears

. YOU Li. SAVE AT ARP

COME SA*

You Can Put Your Trust in "Super Right" duality+ Meats
OVEN

READY

PATTI PAK BEEF SANDWICH

ROASTING

Chickens

mi•••••

FRESH — 10-14 LB. AVG.

Hams

Ground Beef 'gm?"
Slab Bacon so-sca
Turkeys
Stewing Chickens
Chicken Breasts rime raoam
PACE

0
7E:

—Saves CLEANING

49#

97C
99°

LB.
PKG.

DRESSED WHITING

MIL 1001
10-LE.
- SOX

WHOLE
SHANK
OR BUTT lb. 490
Lb.
PORTION
PORT.

390
390
LL 490
LN. 390
LE.
5 110E $299
LE.
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97th ANNIVERSARY VALUES IN TRULY FRESH FRUITS and VEGETABLES
CALIFORNIA FANCY QUALITY

Tokay Grapes •

•

111

LB.10c

PUERTO RICAN

104 Sweet Yams
pears

LARGE
HEAD
a.

Potatoes
Apples GEDEMI GOLDEN
Cranberries ..7";:pz

ru°
s,,,,,T

29c

I-LL
9c
C/12.1.0 NAG A.

BRINGS YOU

Cheddar
Domestic Swiss Cheese

A

LA. 590
_pxG. 490

Mild Cheddar Cheese
Ice Cream
CRESTMONT
ALL FLAVORS

=
5
1'69
°

10
4

2 Las. 390
25
5-lb.

.1171€1110
IN SIZE

Pascal Celery cauroascs,
Oranges cautomprot
VALENCIA

WALE

SAS 6.9°

550

JANE PARKER ORANGE

49.

Chiffon Cake
59c Dutch
App. Pie "
L :1 :01-3.:'

Lb.

Cheese

WIDE

1-b•

CALIFORNIA SARTLETT
FANCY EATING

1041i. ERE APP

AC,. . CHEESE FESTIVAL
CHOICE OF CHEESFc
SHARP

Date Filled Coffee Cake
Fruit Cake 'kw, pAREER
Chocolate Chiffon Cake

Pineapple

outhern States Seeds are selected for their
ability to produce more tons of hay or grain
per acre—more feed from a bushel of seed.

CREAM

Corn

(ALL CERTIFIED SEED)

CHUNKS
or CRUSHED

EA.

REG.

1 1'2- LB.
$1 39
SIZE

59(

20-0Z,,
CAN

rc

•

2o

IONA

STYLE

106 Green Beans 151C21:4Z

16-0Z.
CAN

GOLDEN

Luncheon Meat
Tomato Soup

•

12-01. 29ig
CAN

MONT

r
1
20Z.
A 10/
CANS 43*

Ketchup
Whitehouse Milk
Mayonnaise
Thin Mints
Eight 0' Clock Coffee (
Sunnyfield Flour
Peaches I°011RAH,Z
October Woman's Day

1 CC
139
14-01.,4c
HOTS.

A

MIN PAGE

g14½ -OZ.
CAN

CAN
r,
PACK /

k

PINT 415t
JAR

ANN PAGE

$2.50 Bu.
_____ ______ _

DuBOIS OATS
KNOX

GIANT
PKG.

Tide rap% 2 acti. 54'

67'

$2.20 Bu.
$4.10 Bu.

WHEAT

Oxydol

450
29(

ER

A&P

4•••=1.

-Maximum value in heating economy
-Saves TIME

Steaks 'Pa if
39C Ocean Fish

43t

31
/
2 LBS
UP

MS. NO. I WIRTZ
AWL DAG ILO

ICENBAR BARLEY
MESON.

35'

Lb.

Cabbage

The Perfected

' 557

PAN-READY

PARKING!

11159 - 1956

NEW GREEN

S

MAGAZINE HEATER

Lake Street Est
All Favorite Brands

PLENTY FREE

Fresaii,

dsk,

ANN PAGE

CO

Th.

Coca-Cola Plant

9716 ANNIVERSARY VALUES IN A&P DELICIOUS MATS

PAN-READY

HORNBEAK

Across From

ANN 1VE RSARY

IONA

sash,

There were 14 boys that en"I shall have to give you ten
tered the F.FA, at Fulgkham days or $20," said the Judge.
The Fulgharn Chapter of FuMonday night.
"I'll take the $20, Judge," said
ture Farmers of America met
-,--Reporter, James Vaughan the prisoner.
at Fulgham September 24„ for
the regular scheduled meeting
The "Greenhand" initiation was
after the meeting.

THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such
items meat be signed but
name will be ommitted from
publication if requested.

Now, if you have considered
both sides of this controversy.
why do you suppose eminent
scientists,
bio-chemists,
physcians, dentists, etc., who have
made a study of this controversial method of doctoring our water supply, would file a petition in court opposing such a
measure? Can we accuse these
worthy gentlemen of being so
narrow as to go to this extreme
in order to impede such progress? On our desk is a notarized
copy of such a petition, dated
July 20, 1956, bearing the signatures of 123 dentists, members
of American Dental Association,
Massachusetts Dental Society,
Worchester, Massachusetts. These
give as reasons for their action:
"Having heard — the other side
Plan;
Fluoridation
of
the
and having learned of its dangerous and unscientific nature;
-- which is known to be harmful to all human beings as a slow
accumuative poison; that all
benefits attributed to fluorides
are not due to fluorides at arl
. • " etc.

The Fulton News, Thursday Oct. 4, 1956, Page 5

Fulgham FFA Well
Represented At.Fair

Yes, let's play fair and educate the voting public on this
highly important question. Why
not give them BOTH sides of
the issue?
We also have in our possession many articles in addition to
Fulton County News
the above endorsed by medical
Fulton, Kentucky
doctors, dentists an
others in
position to know who state
Dear Editor:
the unscientific nature of this
Last week, in your article on mass-medication of our water
airtifeliai fluoridation you left suppliess.
"A Conscientious Citizen"
your readers somewhat in the
dark as to the source of some
of your astonishing statements.
We trust this was unintentional.

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS

!22-M-2

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

"freedom of choice?" Speaking
for myself and family, when we
turn on the water tap . . . we
are expecting pure, unadulterated (not doctored) water.

WITH Sc

27'

Lae

ltr
G

73'

PLAIN

.-IVCErSD

FERTILIZER

Camay Soap

WITH Sc Complexion
Size
COUPON

Now available for immediate delivery.

Camay Sou p

WITH Sc
COUPON

3

BARS

23'

I-LB.
BOX

,
9,
a

$261)

I LB.
BAG

(VP

25-lb

59
BAG Si

WARWICK
CANDY

31.13
BAG

,,

21 OZ
a CANS

C

STILL
ONLY

Jo

7c

—Saves COAL
—Correst Size

for YOUR

NEEDS

2

BARS

22'

(in 50-pound bags)

See it today at

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE (0
Phone

BATH
SIZE

35

WE FILL ALL PURCHASE ORDERS

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
South Fulton

WITH Sc
Liquid
Datergaat COUPON

juy
Wesson Oil

Chili Con Carne

GIANT
CAN

12 OZ.
CAN

LA0UV

32'

QUART
J BOTTLE

69'

PARAMOUNT /2 18-OZ.
WITH BEANS z CANS

45'

BO
PTTLE

3E1'

A BUDGET REMINDER — COME SEE

AM' PRICE HARVEST FESTIVAL
27'
2
Rice
37(
Rice
LB.
BAG

SULTANA
SHORT GRAIN
UNCLE BENS
LONG GRAIN

(10e OF
DEAL

211-02
PKG.

All Prices In This Ad Effective Through Saturday, October
ANANOWS NOSSISKIK MOE NEMMAO...swod Ilse

5111 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN )14IES (UOI'ERATIVI SER.

rt Acme(

Lux Soap 3 :a 28' 2

BATIK
EARS

27*

•

loR

.111111MIOS

6th

•
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are spending several days in
Memphis this week.

•CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn •
(Last week)
Preparations are progressing
nicely for the Chestnut Glade
Field Day and Fair. The programs are expected to be distributed in the next few days.
Ray Terrell was called back
to work in Detroit and left
Saturday night after being laid
off for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T Brundige

BURROW CANNON
and

& BURROW
Insurance and Real Estate
Long term Farm Loans at
Low Rate of Interest
SEE

Charles T. Cannon
Charles W. Burrow

Who is olligibile

Mrs. Ben Jones visited Ben
where he is a patient last week
at the hospital in Memphis
end.
•
Miss Rebecca Hagler from St.
Louis has been visiting hoinefolks for the past few days. Her
father. Mr. Will Hagler will obs
serve his 95th birthday today.
Friends congratulate him on being so alert for one that age.

Mrs. Em Griffin seems to be
improving slowly.
and
best
Congratulations
wishes to Mr. and MI Don
Stewart, who were married last
Sunday.
Friends regret the tragic accident that took Hillon Nelson's hand last Monday when,
it was caught in a corn picker.
It was, necessary for him to amputate his own hand to save his
arm. ,This surely took quickthinking and nerve.
Mrs. Jessie Brown visited Mr.
and Mrs. Durell Terrell and
Ray several days last week.

- RI

MINT
ACCO

(base
All tones with acreage alkohnents for Nam, irlImet, peanuts, tiro area
tobacco, or base scompos ter cora, are eligible to take part In the
Acreage Reserve of it. Sell Bank. Pamen wise participate will ream*
Ita;Ir 1957 acreage of cone or mere ef its.. ceps below the alicitosese
or corn bass. All farseen wise wish is particlpele In 1957 shsesid weeli
I eiel Otels plans with the County Amdatilwed Stabilisation Mid C elliorvatiOa Commie.
lea, it. U. S. Deportment of Agrbasiteve anammase. Payments will be mod* be
maspeneat• formers fee lose of net Mame resetting Orem srop recreate roduchollu.
These payments will bo based on mama amp yield kw IA. reserved land, es
determined by the County ASC Ceounisma. Parmese way leave thee lend idle, ett
asseis sell or water conservation practices on IS This land winos' be copped at
GM ter hay Maine 1957 calendar year, end may set be pared sinless Om Seeps.
tory ist Agriculture determinste an eactrigetscy exists. Farmers ohm 111/y participate
In the Soil bank's C011•4WVatIon DONIVIII ter skids MI ken lend ropelsets wed SI
product crops Is eligible.
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The transatlantic „Jelephone
cable which was placed in oneration September 25th
will
greatly improve telephone service between North America and
Europe. Mr. Wiley, Commercial
manager of Southern Bell Company. said today
"Conversation
between
the
continents can now be carried
en with the clarity and ease of
a local telephone call," Mr.
Wiley said.
"Last year over 683.000 overseas telephone calls were made
from the United States," Mr.
said. "About 68,000 of these
originated in Southern Bell territin-y. The state of Kentucky
makes an average of about 71
overseas calls a week."
Mr. Wiley pointed out the
simplicity of making an overseas call. If a person in Fulton
wanted to talk with Someone in
Paris, his operator would call
an overseas operator in New
York. The New York operator
would probably make the connection via the new transatlantic cable.
The local telephone official
said that the new transatlantic
cable will improwe the quality of
overseas calls to Europe. The
underseas cable wd not be affected by sunspots and storms
radiottelephone systems have

swi

If you have lambs that have
bee nshorn running with wooled
lambs you should separate them
or shear the wooled ones. You
can not expect much gain from
the clipped lambs since they will
stay in the shade with the wooled lambs during the warm part
of the clay instead of grazing.
This is especially true during the
warmer days in the fall from
10:00 am to 2-00 p.m. Now
sheep, as far as I know can not
tell time, but the sun is some-

S.

FREE
BULB

what warmer at this period of
the day.
Don't forget the possibility of
..lage for sheep next year and
make plans to have some. These
I dry seasons make it hard for a
lamb to gain weight whereas a
race slice of silage would *go
well ;with these Ory pastures,'
Trench silos are easy to construct and are cheap too. Why
not can some sheep pasture next
year

In my traveles throughout
Western Kentucky and Southern Illinois I find several flocks
of sheep with late lambs. My
advice to these farmers with
late lambs is to try to get every
lamb weighing 85 pounds or
more on the market by October
15th. It will pay big dividends to
feed some grain to these late
lambs even though they are on
fespecieza pasture. If they get
to 85 pounds by late October or
early Noyember, market as soon
as possible. Keep the remainder
until spring grass will fatten
them Remember, drench all late
lambs and especially the one
you hold over Here is how to
mix it. One pound phenothiazine
to 1 is pints water, give late
lambs 1 ounce to 1 1,4 ounces according to size and weight. Keep
phenothiazine salt before sheep
at all times and here is how to
mix that one pound phenothiasine to nne pounds salt and mix
thoroughly. Mix it as it is needed. Older ewes that are heavily
Infested with worms should be
given one ounce every four days
until you give her four ounces.

in

allotments for

Easy And Clear As
Calling A Neighbor,
Thanks To New Cable

Free
Bulb vilt
every 5
buy //

SOUTHERN BELL
OFFERS IMPROVED
OVERSEAS SERVICE

all farms with

ACREAGE RESERVE ...

for

'•••

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

Insurance and Real Zelsole
For Best Service in Firs
and Automobile Insurance

Watches, Clocks and nine
'levies of All Kinds Acesrately Repaired at Low Cost
17—

State Reopens Animal
Disease Laboratory

*It

Kuntucky Di•raitnielit of
Agriculture disclosed today that
it has contracted with the Animal Pathology Department of
the operation of a diagnostic
the University of Kentucky for
laboratory for livestock diseases
that are detected within Ken
lucky.
Under the agreement that
„lust. -been *vitiate& the Sta'
Agticultut,
of
Department
grants the Pathology Depart
rnent $25.000 annually to equip
and operate the laboratory. Dr
F. E. Hull, head of the Univer
ity's pathology department. wil
have charge of the laborator!.
The functions of the lab will b4
to diagnose and report any ser
IGUS and highly contagious animal diseases.

•
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Trouble
Finding a

to match your rug?
We have lust the color you want
la our wide and wonderful so
lotion of hundreds of etching,
new Maestro Colors.
Will reclaim-mix your colors
for 7ors asosiosstes.
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1775—nest WTI WOMAN IN KIENTIKrI
Mrs. Mary Ingles was brought as a prisoner of the
Indiana into Kentucky territory She lived with the
Indians for about five months, part of the tirne at Big
Bone Lick She made her escape while out gathering
grapes. After forty days of travel on foot, she finally
made her way back to her home in Southwest
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many of
our (-aliens have always enjoyed a glass of beer The
brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of our
residents The rile of beer under orderly conditions
is an important objective of the United States
Brewers Foundation. Our continuing educational
program helps be
retailers maintain their high

standard&
KIENTlerf SIVISION, U.S OWNERS rowans.
Slid co vemea Iheleding. Lealeselle, ILsrdwily

Light andDry
for the modern taste

.
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Coleman
L HEATER

$1.32 Value for $1L7 (tax incl.)
Two

75-watt bulbs

-Two 100-watt bulbs
Two 150-watt bulbs
This coupon when signed entitles any residential customer receiving electric bills from Kentucky Utilities
Company or Old Dominion Power Company to receive
a 150-watt larriP bulb without charge with the purchase of a minimum of two 100-watt bulbs, two 75watt bulbs and one 150-watt bulb from any cooperating lamp bulb dealer in territories served by these
companies between October 1 and November 30, 1956.
Prices shown here ore based on manufacturers' current price schedules which
are subject to change without notice In the event of any change, the prices
listed in alsis plan will b. adjusted accordingly The company hos no knowledge of any anticipated change.
Customer's
Signature
Dealer's
Name
TOVrh

Put a wall to wall
asrpet of warmth on
your floors . . . have
IMO. steady beat in
tarthest cornered
to Install, Ma
to the wall between
Muds.
•Takes No Row Specs
...Net Fr...
bolded
•Ortekdes Real
Wee. Test New
•Makes Lew God
"Taw Nadel- Issy
•txdonlve "Nese.
Ecensairef
•Directleesk Maw
Avoilable
•fee Sorting lib*
Ribs." how
•Cenplele, Away%
%My Gaines
•IASY MIA TUNS
3 Years to Pay
Pay As LINN As

Fey

-per-

Wathen's
Kentucky Bourbon
...from the private stock
of a man who still practices
the art of distilling
authentic Kentucky Bourbon

Nothing
Down

NOTE TO DEALER IN TERRITORIES SERVED IlY K U -OP This coupon when
properly filled in will be redeemed for 23c as your nearest K.U.-0.D. office
at the end of this aceirity

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

GRAHAM
FURNITURE(0
Walnut St.

Phone 185

8 Years Old
90 Proof
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
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been in the past. The cable will
GLASS
be able to carry 36 conversaSt-eet
Church
tions at the same time, almost
tripling the- capacity of the older system
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Charley Stephenson

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
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Wathen Medley Distilling Co., Owensboro, Kentucky
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home of Mary Ann and Clyde
' Fields. She will be leaving for
Chelsea, Michigan in two weeks
to make her home with her
44 daughter, Mrs. Paul Fite.

r

The News writes social happenings about you and
your fi4ends (Lbaen To Airwave Diary, Thursday,
9:45 AL M., Over WFUL)
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It may have been the approach of Octobeeki bright
blue weather. It may have been the rustling of the crisp
leauves, turning shades of brilliant colors. It may have
been the advent of these wonderful cool evenings and
the thought of winter approaching that created the exodus away from Fulton this past weekend. Everybody,
but nearly everybody took to the highways in busloads, or those congenial car-loads for somewhere to
do something . . . something like a football game, a
fishing trip, a visiting trip, or some delightful outing in
the sometimes warm, sometimes cool early Fall outdoors.
High on the list of travelling
was the football game at Memphis when the Big Blues from
Kentucky tangled with the Rebels from the University of Misaissippi.
Someone asked me last week
end why the terrific interest in
that football classic at Memphis
The answer is simple Memphis
Is only a three-hour drive from
Fulton and anybody who hungers to see. Coach Blanton Colhers boys In arti,,n sometime
during the season Mt that the
Bluff City game was the great
that
opportunity to
pette without having to take
that long trek to Lexington 4.r
some other distant city to fffiply
stse the Big Blue in action
It's hard to know where to
start to report the huge numbers of parties that went Southward to see the game But one
the game
thing is for sure
last Saturday was not only a
football treat, it was a wonderful social outing for pennant waving allies of the boys from
Kaintuck and the Rebels of Ole
Miss

name ALL of the Fulton tans `
who made the trip
anyway —
here is a partial list; Carolyn
and J D Hales, Helen and Glenn
Dunn, Martha and Dr. R. V.
Putnam, rordelia and Charlie
Fidlds. Marne and Buck Bushart, Lucile and Wilburn Holloway, pearlee and Happy Hogan,
Sara and Dr Ward Bushart,
Jane White
Joan and Dr Danny Baird, Cissy and Gene Hatfield, Irene and Social
Importance Centers In Engagement Of
not, Whitt.. Mr and Mrs. E B
Berry. Mr
and Mrs. Percy
Miss Jane White To Mr. Matthew James DeBoor
King and Helen. Elva and Ernest Fall, Louise and Bob Binford.
Of unusual social interest is the announcement
Mary and Ann Latta, John Joe
made
today by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Henry White
and Betty Jo Campbell. Jack
ot
Fulton,
Kentucky of the engagement of their
and Mildred Jones, Mary Louise
daughter Jane to Mr. Matthew James DeBoor, Jr.
and Felix Gossum. Betty Lou
of Lexington, Kentucky. Mr. DeBoor is the son of
and Charbe Thomas, Maurine
and Joe. Trees, Al Bushart DunMr. and Mrs. Matthew James DeBoor of Lexington.
can Bushart. Phillip Andrews,
Miss White is the grand-daughter of the late Mr.
David Holland and Foad and
Mrs. Robert Hillary Wade, pioneer residents of
and
Monira Homra
late Mr.
Here and There:
Ann Latta of Louisville spent
the weekend with her parents,
Mary and Gilson Latta at their
home in Water Valley Mary and
Gilson will move to the Whayne
home on Third Street which
they purchased recently Myrtle Latta accompanied Ann to
Louisville Monday morning They
ill return this weekend Ann
will return to Fulton to make
her home with her parents

West Kentucky and Tennessee and of the
and Mrs. James Whitfield White of Martin, Tennessee. Both families have figured prominently in
the civic and cultural development of both Kentucky
and Tennessee. The bride-elect graduated from Gulf
Park High School in Gulfport, Mississippi and later
attended the University of Kentucky where she graduated in 1956. She is a member of Chi Omega Sorority and Phi Beta Kappa Fraternity.
Mr. DeBoor attended Lexington Catholic High
School in Lexington. Kentucky and Xavier University
in Cincinnati where he graduated in 1955. He is
associated in business with his father in Lexington.
An early winter wedding is planned.

But — of course - as you well
know - - the game was heartbreaking -- and the Kentucky
fans left the game with their
spirits dampened — but good
Well, anyway — It was a good
day and everyone had fun —
Mr and Mrs. Paul Pickering
despite the fact that the Wildo' San Diego, Calif visited in
cats were defeated
It would be Impossible to Fulton last week with Maggie and Clarence Pickering and othJoe Wooder relatives here
side who is attending school
in Dallas, Texas, left Sunolay
Big Double Feature
after a few days visit -with his
-- Program —
parenes, Rev and Mrs Oawley
Irene and Jane
Woodside
Friday and Saturday
White left Tuesday for a short
PHONE 12
visit in St Louis.

formed In the Novelty group in
the contest. Those who accompained Nancy to Memphis were
her mother and dad, Tilghman
and Lucille, Peggy and Godfrey
Binford, and Montelle Tripp.
Peggy and Janice both went to
the finals in the contests before they were eliminated — and
our congratulations are in order
these girls — because we
Majorie and Glenn Walker of to
know how stiff the competition
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
year at the Fair.
Walker, Mr and Mrs. George is each
Golden. Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Burkett and son. Brent, Janice
Mrs. Violet Johnson was honand Larry Walker of Clinton ored with a going-aaway showspent the weekend in Memphis er and party by the TEL Sunatiending the Mid-South Fair. day School Class of the First
Everyone in the group had a Baptist Church last Thursday
special interest in the activities afternoon from 2 to 3 in the
at the Fair — especially in the home of Mary Ann Fields.
Talent Contest as Janet Walker
Mrs. Johnson received many
pr.rticipated in this event. She lovely gifts from the class and
was in the instrumental class they also presented her with a
and played the Hammond organ. New Testament
Others interested in the Talent
Mrs. Johnson', who underwent
Contest were the Adams family surgery recently in Jones Hosas their daughter, Nancy per- pjtal, is lrecuperating in the

ASTONISHING LIFE
ON THE ROOF
OF THE EARTH!

• t.o

WARNFR BROS.

ChNIEMRSCOPE

1144.4.4411 II,40.440

WARNE RCOLO

• pro, 444,1,•

/LIMN MC)05( I ^ MA- *I'll C C.4,1A1D WOLF iT
,
4,444 • •e$41$
4 .44.‘41 04

Located 3 Miles North of Fulton on Highway 51

Mary Frances Roberts of Fulton and Katherine Rice of Union City had a fine time one
evening last week when they
were honored with a birthday
party out at the Derby 'Cafe.
Everyone brought the girls a
nice gift and they enjoyed a nice
evening together.
Others who attended the party
were Sara Ross, June McKinney,-- Martha Ann Mansfield,
Janie Barber, Marion Lee Oliver, Virginia Forrest and Mrs.
Glenn Owensby.

Tonight — Thursday — Friday — 6:50 and 8:50

Brian Donlevy in

—FIRST DRIVE IN SHOWING—
Dan Dailey and Cyd Charisse
A Gorgeous Goldmine of Glorious Entertainment

THE VIRGINIAN

MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS

4, 1956, Page 7

We were so happy to see
Alumnae members from all over
the First District. Fulton County was well represented. To list
some of the ones grouped
(Continued on Page Eight)

AIR CONDITIONED
THUR.—FRI.—SAT.
2—BIG HITS-2
Hit No. 1
JOEL McCREA in

"Black Horse

HAVING A SI ICE of his
eightieth birthday cake is Oswald Croft, Mayfield Highway, as daughter Betty of
Washington, D. C. watches.
Croft home was the scene of a
big reunion Sept 23, especially for the occasion.

Canyon"
— and —
Hit No. 2
SCOTT BRADY in
"Terror

Fred Homra, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Exum, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Forehand, Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Boulton, Mr. and Mrs. Oce
Hastings, Mr. and Mrs% C. A.
Ruth and Paul
Horn beak Boyd.
gave a lovely party at their
Their friends presented them
home on Carr Street last week with a nice gift.
when they entertained with a
dinner in honor of Mrs. J. C.
and There
Williams, Worthy Grand
Ma- Here
Last
night we attended a loveton, Order of the Eastern Star
ly banquet for the University of
in Kentucky
Others who attended the oc- Kentucky Alumnae Association
casion
were Mrs.
Herman which was given at the First
Staudt, Grand Chaplain, Mrs. Christian Church in Mayfield.
This was the occasion for the
Eugene Carroll, Deputy Grand
Matron, J C. Williams, Past Association to meet Dr. Frank
Grand Patron and Eugene Car- G. Dickey, who is our new.presiroll, all of Paducah; _Harris dent of the University of KenGrubbs, Deputy Grand Patron, tucky. We were so happy that
Dr. Dickey's lovely little wife
and Mrs. Grubbs of LaCenter.
The Dewey Crocker .family was our guest. She is a small,
were given a surprise going- dainty, brown-eyed lass — and
away party recently when many we do mean lass — because our
of their friends entertained for new president and the First
them at the One and All Max Lady of the University of Kenyoung
seem
actually
Those attending were Mr. and tucky
Mrs. Arlie Paris, Mrs. Nellie enough to be students there.
Haddad and Flora Jean, Mr. and
But after Dr. Dickey had
Mrs. Otis Sisson and family, C. talked for a minute or so — we
C. Croft, Mr. and Mrs. Doris realized how well acquainted he
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. P. E. is with the university and its
Thedford, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. needs. Of course, we know that
Mills, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Pond, previous to his selection as
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Midyett, Mr. President, that he was Dean of
and Mrs. Charles Noles and Education at the university.
His message was certainly an
son, Mrs. Fred Haman and Jo
Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Aus- inspiring one. It was built
tin, Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mid- around the old German proverb
yett, Mrs. Shelton Hart, Mrs. that says, "If we rest — we rust."
His speech made it crystal
Eph Dawes, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Brockwell and daughter, Mr. clear that he believes in the old
and Mrs. Edgar Gaines and son, proverb. As a matter of fact,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Davis, Bet- he is as modern as tomorrow.
ty Hopkins, Betty Sue Bell, and And we predict that our new
president will keep abreast of
Mrs. T. D. Boaz.
Those unable to attend were— modern education and will inMr. and Mrs. Fred Holder, Mr. stitute innovations of his own
and Mrs. Irby Holder, Mr. and for a better educational world
Mrs. 011ie Wood, Mr. and Mrs. for tomorrow in our dear state

At Midnight"

Plus—Chapter 14 of Sea
Hound and Cartoon —
Boo Scout

SUNDAY — MONDAY
TUESDAY—WEDNESDAY

thatiLife

WORLD SERIES 1 1
m
...,
SPECIALS
60-Pound Hot Blast

CLOSE OUT
PRICES

Open 6:30 — Phone 985-R

Joel McCrea — Sonny Tuffs

Thursday, Oct.
of Kentucky.

4414v4,

WARNER pos.

Second Big H-I-TII

News,

Betty
Heltsley
entertained
members of the Hi-Lo Bridge
Club Thursday evening at her
home on Forrestdale.
Polly
Morse was a guest to the Club.
, Mrs. Harold Wiley won the high
score prize and second high
went to Mrs. Pete Byars. Mrs.
Bob McKnight won the travel
prize.
,
Betty served delicious cake
and coffee to her guests. Other
members
playing were Mrs.
Marshall Stallions, Mrs. Jerry
Hawks, Mrs. Doyle Shupe and
; Mrs Bill Bell.

By Mary Nelle Wright

NT

The Fulton

COAL HEATER
$44.95
New Selection

ON

9 x 12

T.V. SETS

LINOLEUM RUGS
$4.95

In Color and Cinemascope

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY

DeLuxe Console

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
(Also Monday for Colored)
—FIRST DRIVE IN SHOWING—
Greatest Of All Adventure Pictures (at 7:30)
TECHNICOLOR TRIUMPH?

REAL HOT DEALS ARE
Made At WADE'S

SEWING MACHINE
$109.95
Portables —

$59.95

rE('i 10)1;11:1 \Di \li
)NORTHWEST PASSAGE
EXTRA ADDED AT 9:45
PARING

JEFF

DOROTHY

CHANDLER • MALONE
0.111•111100

WARD BOND • KEITH ANDES
LEE MARVIN • SYDNEY CHAPLIN

A
Plus—Latest

UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

News

—

Flying

Melbourne—Olympic

Sorceress

City,

and

Something New.
... Something Different

ROCK'N ROLL REVUE
It's "BOOG-JAZZ and ROCK" a full length feature with many leading colored musicians and entertainers including, MILLS BROTHERS, DOROTHY DANDRIGE, COUNT BASTE and Orch.; Cab
Calloway, Jubilaires. Lot's of Fun.

in

Cinemaseope and Technicolor!

Coming NEXT WED.-THURS. and FRIDAY
Clark Gable aand Lana Turner in "Honky Tonk"

3 Rooms Furniture
$59995
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
and
STOVE INCLUDED

Wade Furn. Co.
You "Can Trade With WADE And SAVE"

•••

Brother Cunningham
To Preach Interesting
Sermon On WFUL

Page 8, The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 4, 1956
Miss Marion Lee Oliver_.4nd Mr. Charles
Edward Ray Are Married Hei Friday

Cider vinegar, consiuered tee
Eleven of the Commonwealtii..i
airport will share $200,000 in standard for household purposes,
State funds to be distributed is made by fermenting the juice
of apples.
during the fiscal year.

On Friday. October 5th, at
8:15 a.m. Oliver Cunningham
will preach a sermon over Radio Station WFUL that should be
of special interest to everyone.
The sermon subject will be,
"Why Preacher's Are Breaking
Down" based on a recent story
in Life Magazine.
This sermon was preached on
September 16th, by Batsell Barrett Baxter at the Hillsboro
Church of Christ in Nashville,
Tennessee.
The sermon subject next Sunday at the Central Church of
Christ at 9:00 a.m. and 10:50
am. will be, "The Inspiration of
the Scriptures,"

•
Lee Oliver, School, Martin, Tenn. He has
Marion
Miss
MI
two years with the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clar- served
ence Oliver of South Fulton, United States Army.
they will be GROWN!
Upon the return of a short
Term., became the bride of Mr.
Charles Edward Ray son of Mr. wedding trip to the Smoky
Mrs. Roy Ray, Chesnut Glade, Mountaoins the couple will live
Tenn., in a quiet but significant- in one of the Jones Apts., 311
ly impressive ceremony in the East State Line. The bride will
Take that stg speak at Woe
Cumberland Presbyterian resume her duties at the Southdant.that bright, dinspie-dotaad
morning
and
Teleern Bell Telegraph
Church, Fulton, Friday
mew with you wherever yew
phone Company, in Fulton and
at 9:00 a.m.
po, and with yam through the
to
return
will
groom
the
Woodside
Oakley
Rev.
The
a preamionally
...
Apses
Tenn.
Martin,
A.
T.V
ring
double
the
using
officiated
captions*all.
dna
landeportralt
close
of
ceremony. A group
friends and relatives, attended. Diary Doings—
The altar rail, was adorned
CHEER LEADING IS FUN, this quintet of Junior
(Continued from page 7)
with a massed arrangement of around us — the County PresiHigh students will tell you as they pre, Hee daily on
Come in and see
yellow gladioli.
dent, Dr. Ward Bushart and
sidewalk in front of Carr Institute, mostly in their
the
our line of
preorganist,
Bard,
Gus
Mrs.
wife, Sara, Supt. Laurence HolRats carry 30 diseases dangerbare feet. Eighth-graders snapped by NEWS photoChildren's books
sented a lovely program of (land and wife, Ann, Maxwell
reand
to
livestock,
man
ous
with
grapher this week are (clockwise, beginning
nuptial music preceding the and Ruby McDade, Mary Nelle
say.
bare feet and white sweater in foreground): Ophelia searchers
ceremony using the ever tradi- end Hendon Wright, Jane White,
Calk Weak arlitilt. kW ass appoint:moat
Covington
Speight, Patsy Fall, Judy Moore, Chan
tional, "Sweetest Story Ever Joan and Dr. Danny Baird, Cishis
has
resumed
Mr
Bondurant
Told," and "0, Promise Me" sy and Gene Hatfield and Lois
and 7th-grader Cleta Beggs.
studies as a senior in the school
GARDNER'S STUDIO
with the bridal march during Haws.
of Electrical Engineering
recessional.
and
the processional
From Hickman we saw Mrs, Double Ring Ceremony Used In Wedding Vows
Phone 698
Fulton
On Priday evening. SeptemCommercial Avenue
The bride was daintely dressed Bertha McLeod, Jane and John
aunt
Ola
Miss
Garner,
ber
14,
in a beige silk shantung, in- Watts, Mary Jo and Pies Fields
of the bride, entertained with
Of Miss Sarah Garner And Joseph Bondurant
formal length dress. The bodice and Agnes Sublette.
the rehearsal dinner at her home
held a high triple fold and exEveryone was delighted to see
Miss Sarah Garner, daughter of Mr. 'and Mrs. Rich- in Lawrenceville, Georgia. She
tended into a low V shaped neck
came down ard Garner of Lawrenceville, Georgia, became the bride was assisted by Miss Bessie Poe.
who
Royster,
Mary
length
elbow
with
back
the
in
lines to the meeting from her home of Joseph E. Bondurant, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Miss Abbie Jo Gordon and Mrs
princess
and
sleeves
her was a
J. V. Tapp Approximately 30
through the waist, extending in Paducah. With
afternoon,
Saturday
Abe
on
attended.
son,"
guets
Kentucky,
"Fulton
Fulton,
of
former
Bondurant
Follow the Crowd to WADES Used!
out into a full skirt.
of Paducah.
sanctuary of the Virginia Avenue
the
in
15,
Her hat was of matching beige Thompson, also
September
responsipeople
young
Those
velvet with lightbrown acesRev. E. T.
ble for the nice occasion were Baptist Churih in Atlanta, Georgia. The
I NOW IS THE TIME TO
sories.
an
Hunt
McDade
Presbyteri
Shauf, pastor of the Second Cumberland
Her only jewelry were tiny Herbie and Ann
his
H. Parham and
LET US FILL YOUR
tear drop pearl earrings, a gift and William
of Chattanooga, Tennessee, performed the douattractive wife. William is presi- Church
of the groom.
BIN
County As- ble ring ceremony.
Her corsage was a deep pur- dent of the Graves
sociation.
pie throated orchid.
ButDavid
and
As the guests assembled, Mrs. phis. Tennessee
It was such an enjpyable eveMrs. Harry Barber of Cayce,
left with a feeling Marie Newton, organist, pre- ler.
Ky. wet Miss Oliver's only at- ning and we
Mrs Garner, mother of the
of sincere pride that once—long sented a program of nuptial
tendant.
the Universi- music. Preceding the ceremony bride, chose for her daughter's
attended
ago—we
green
wore
mint
Mrs. Barber
ARTHUR MATHENY at Wade's Used foz
Mrs. Ed Garrett of Gainsville, wedding a dres< of beige lace
Kentucky.
silk shantung. The tucked bo- ty of
matching
sang. "Ah. Sweet Mys- over
with
taffeta
!Georgia.
dice featuring a boat neck and
Washing Machines
You'll Need it
Seen in the front yard of a tery of Life" and "Because" As shoes Her hat was beige velvet
small pearl buttoss, extended
— the fol- the bridal couple knelt for the • with seed pearl trim At her
home
Street
Third
BEFORE LONG—
into long lines and fell into soft
Refrigerators
benediction, (Mrs Claude Rob- 'shoulder was pinned a white
sign:
pleats with a dainty bow at the lowing
Lord's orchid Mrs Bondurant, mother
"The
sang
Atlanta.
of
erts
SALE
FOR
Get
it
!
NOW
beck.
Tables and Chairs
Prayer' The traditional wedding of the groom, wore an I Doctor
Ole Miss--37
Her accessories were of dark
were played for the dress in soldier blue with peau
marches
brown and her corsage was yelKentucky-7
Immediate Didivaryi
processional and recessional
de sole trim, accentuated with
9 x 12 LINOLEUM RUGS
low and brahle gawks tied with
was
Her
hat
jewelry
iridescent
in
"Selling out—moving to
given
was
who
bride,
The
all sizes on Hand.
contrasting ribbons.
in
pastel
original
Modeste
a
a
wore
father,
her
marriage by
SPECIAL. while they last. ... $4.95
na1isid, cousin of
(lharles
bridal gown of white satin made blue with soft soldier blue trim.
the bride. attended tip groom
corsage.
orchid
white
a
wore
hard
She
Democracy is a small
princess style, with a low roundMiss Oliver seadaseted in the
agreement, ed neckline and empire waist. Mrs. D. N. Stanley. the bride's
1963 class at Soutb Fulton High core of common
rich variety of Her shoulder length veil fell maternal grandmother, wore a
School. Mr. Ray graduated in surrounded by a
hat
differences.
from a tiara of net encrusted in pink lace dress and pink
the 1951 class at ilAnetin Hign individual
or
Phone 478
112 Main Street
seed pearls. She wore a single Her corsage was a purple
TELEPHONE 51
strand of pearls, a gift of the chid.
-am,
to 8-p.m.
5
Sat.
Open Daily 8-15, 12:30-5
Following the ceremony a reSHEET METAL
groom. The bride's bouquet was
a white orchid surrounded by ception was held at the church
white satin with Mrs Webster Allyn acting
stephanotis and
WTAL SINKS
streamers tied with lovers knots. as hostess l'he wedding cake
Her bouquet was placed on a was three tier with alternate
white Bible belonging to the open tiers holding small swans.
OFFICE
AND
HOME
FOR
AME C011ifAMOMING
Eugene The cake was topped with a
groom's sister, Mrs
Waggoner, and carried by her minaiture bride and groom in a
heart. The bride and groom cut
in her own wedding.
LENNOX GAS FURNACE
Mrs. David Butler of Atlanta the first piece of cake with a
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
knife enwas her sister's matron of honor. sterling brides cake
and
names
their
with
LENNOX OIL FURNACES
Mrs. Eugene Waggoner, Fulton, graved
was a gift
was bridesmaid and Miss An- wedding date, which
bridesmaid.
junior
the
from
junior
was
Atlanta,
Allyn,
nette
METAL CANOPIES
Serving cake and punch were
bridesmaid.
Miss Joanne Bush, Miss Ruth
The attendants wore identical
Bird, Mrs. Royce Rice, all of
gowns of emerald green crystal- Atlanta. Mrs. Kent Palmer and
ALUMINUM AND GALVANIZED GUTTERS
fashtaffeta,
matching
ette over
Brannan, •both of
04-the-shoulder Miss Jeanne
with
ioned
Georgia and Mrs._
le,
Lawrencevil
They
necklines and cap sleeves.
NIGHT CALLS, 249
of Ft. Pierce,
Brunen
Jack
-studded
pearl
matching
wore
Florida. Miss Patsy Rice of Attaffeta headbands and half veils. lanta kept the bride's book. PiTIN ROOF REPAIR
Their flowers were hand bou- ano
furnished
was
music
quets of 'yellow spider mums throughout the reception by
ribsatin
yellow
tied with wide
Mrs. Webb Fortune.
INSTALL AND REPAIR STOKERS
bore They wore baby pearl
The couple left following the
bride.
chokers, gifts of the
reception on a wedding trip to
of
niece
Butler,
NATIONALLY-ADV. EQUIPMENT
Lydia
Miss
Fontana Village in the Smoky
the bride, was flower girl. Her Mountains. For travel the bride
crystalgreen
dress was of Nile
shantung
wore a beige 'silk
CTAINLESS STEEL WORK
ette. She carried a white satin sheath and matching jacket with
Padded knew'. Crotch has gripbasket filled with small yellow three quarter length sleeves. She
Long sleeves. Choice of colorful
per faisbesier. back of is aist Is
ED
INSTALL
ROOFS
mums.
NOT ASPHALT
Assort.
wore a small brown hat and
lined.
is
top
stripes.
bib
Completely
etaetic.
washable.
Serving as best man for the brown
accessories.
alligator
ed colors. Sues 12 to 24 mo.
Skim 3 to S. Reg. 79c only
law,
brother-inhis
was
groom
only
the
was
her
$1.59
shoulder
at
Pinned
Keg.
ALD FURNACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED
Eugene Waggoner. Ushers were white orchid ;Porn her bridal
PennsylFarrell,
of
Bialko
Al
bouquet.
vania and Ralph Sikes of SaDHONE 502
Mr. and Mrs. Bondurant are
candles
The
var-,ah, Georgia.
now at home sat 17 Burge
Memwere lit by Jim Anchors,
Apartment, Georgia Institute of
Technology, in Atlanta, where
Long sleeve. Linen look rayon..
Sanforised cotton print.' and
Cesaipletely washable, two
eabsurdinee All have expensive
Locating for
style. Colors Red and Blue,
tailoring features size S-M-L.
Reg. to $3.99 only
$2 to 3$. Rag. $2.99 only
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UVING ROOM SUITES
PRICED TO SEW

COAL

CITY COAL CO.

111:0;1 ;;;;;

WADES USED

BLACK &WHITE STORE

Employee Event

Ends Saturday Night At 8:00 p. m.

SAVE FRIDAY and SATURDAY during this BIG EVENT!
CORDUROY CREEPERS

LITTLE BOYS POLO SHIRTS

99c

LADIES PAJAMAS

"SEW and SAVE"
Botany Wool
Tweeds; 60 inches wide.
from $4.95 to $7.95 yd.

Solids aad
Values

$2.50 yd.
100% Woolens
60 Inches Wide Values

$3.95 and Up

$1.35 yd.

THE BEST IN
DRY CLEANING?

CORDUROY
59, 69, 79c yd.

Union City Remnant Store
Crockett Hotel
LEE STREET — ONE-HALF BLOCK east of Davy

MENS SPORT SHIRTS

$188
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FABRIC YU

LADIES LINED SUITS

trU
io
t
:
Wide Assortment of styles and
colors in all wools, tweeds and
flannels. Broken sizes. Reg. to
$19.96

All Colors

Dan River and
Bates Cottons
79c yd.

57c

KEN

BOYS CORD BOXER SLACKS
Switch to SAN ITONE and

Your Search Is Ended!
It really sets out ALL the
dirt -every spot. Makes
colors, parlorsa and tarturas
look like sew again.
PHONE IRO' MOWS NOV.

0 K LAUNDRY
6 CLEANERS

Fla.stic waistband. Zipper fly
with gripper fasteners. Brown,
Navy or Charcoal Grey. Sizes 3
to 5. keg. $1.99 only

BOYS JACKETS
Fur collar gabardines. Self collar gabardines and nasgalite
plastics- Assorted ('-olors. Sixes
4 to IR. Reg. to $8.99. Only.

print, solids. small floral% and kiddie
designs. 36 inches wide. Rec. 49c.

Rot-der

4

Yards For

$100

Sep

7c

CO:

COTTON FABRICS

(4:

Special purchase, 36 Inches wide. If on full
bolts would sell up to 69e

)c1

TOWELS 44c
Mg 20x 40 lathes size. Strips and gond& Reg.
93c.

WASHCLOTHS 12 f°r

$1

Phone 130

1
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Junior High
Cheerleaders Elected

NI

Candidates for Homecoming Queen (1. to r.) Nancy
Busliart, Marion Blackstone, Mary Ann Bennett
and Mary Charles Herring.

6

First F. H. A.
Meeting Held

693

te

•
•

I

d!

d for

95

or 478
8-p.m.

m.

The Junior High cheerleaders
were elected Tuesday, Septem
Ler-18, at Carr Institute. Th
judges were Mrs. Howell, Coach
Thomas, Anne Fall, and Martha
Herring. Girls trying out from
the 8th grade were Elaine Beggs,
Patsy Fall, Chan Covington,
Judy Moore, Ophelia Speight,
Nancy Omar, Sandra Williams,
Sandra,- Steptiention,and,--ireaty
Brown. Those trying out in the
Seventh Grade we re Cleta
Beggs, Kay Morris, Julia Woods,
and Jill Edwards. The four
eighth graders chosen were
Patsy Fall (captain), Chan Covington, Ophelia Speight, and
Judy Moore. The Seventh Grade
cheerleader is Clete Beggs.

The Kennel will sponsor a
"straw election." making it possible for every Fulton High
student to express his oplonion
about the coming Presidential
managers
eleietiose Campaign
for both political parties will be
chosen and an active campaign
carried on here at Fulton High
School.
Ballots will then be distribut:
ed. and a secret vote held in the
run- Li me. The results will be
i;ublished in the next issue of
the Kennel.
The two .principal candidates
running tor the Office of presid(.nt are Dwight D Eisenhower.
Republican. and AdIsi E Stevenson. Democrat. Their running
rate' are Richard M Nixson
and Estes Kefauver.
Mr Eisenhower is now serving as President of the United
States. and Adlai Stevenson has
served as governor of Illinois.
Two senators for Kentucky
(one to replace the late Alben
Barkley) will also be elected.

Happy Birthday: Oct. 6: Mrs.
Warren Graham, Oct. 9: Mrs.
Carl Puckett; Oct. 10; Ralph
Puckett, Eddie Miller; Oct. 11:
Smith Atkins.

The F.H.A. Club met September 20, 4th period in the recTune to WFUL for local News
reation building The meeting
came to order with the Creed,
purposes and the song. The minutes of the summer meeting
were read and approved and a
financial report was given. Degrees were given to Virginia
Page, Wanda Smith. Christine
Som. Wanda Sons. Joyce Harr.son. Nancy Woods, Elwanda
Lz.wson. Nina
Worley. Sue
Moore, Linda Atrrington. There
was a discussitm on raising
money. As a result the girls decided to 54-I! "white elephants"
at the next -meeting October
18th. The meeting was then adjourned

I and another 1,000 persons are
!expected to be added when their
, applications are processed. %.
2. An executive order issued
'last month by Commissioner
Vego Barns? changed the income
'scale determining the responsibility of adult children in sup-,
. Average Income Upped
porting their aged parents. Approximately 1,800 will be eligi$3 A Month Too,
ble for assistance under the new
Starting In October
income schedule.
..Two recent steps to liberalAccording to the old income
+rem ,the-P-Statt--a4d—Proweelyt---ere+1,11m7-atr-artin-arriesi "pergun- re,
resulting in the addition of ap- cejving a net income of $159 a
proximately 4,500 aged persons month with no other dependents
to public-assistance rolls a n d had to support his parents. The
average income increases of $3 ; w scale raises the figure to a
a month for October.
gross income of $250 a "moeth,
The steps as given by a the spokesman said. Income inspokesman of the Department of Isreases were based on the costEconomic Security are:: 1. Re- of-living index made by the
peal _of the Lien Law by the Federal Bureau of Labor and
1956 General Assembly. This Statistics.
law, effective until July 1, gave ' There were 56,600 persons who
the State a lien on the property I received old-age assistance in
of old-age assistance recipients. August, with average payment
When the recipient died,- the of $35.69.
amount he received from the
was recovered from his
State
School — days are here again
estate.
Repeal of this law nas added for our children — Mr. and Mrs.
2,000 recipients to the public. Motorists drive carefully when
assistance rolls through August, approaching all school grounds.

STATE ADDS 4500
TO ITS PUBLIC
ASSISTANCE ROLLS

The Fulton News, Thursdai, Oct. 4,
CHESTNUT GLADE P-TA
COMPLETES PLANS FOR
COMMUNITY FAIR
The P-TA of Chestnut Glade
met at the school for their regular meeting Thursday night,
Sept. 28th. The house was called
to order by the Prestdent, Mrs
Brooks Oliver, who explained
the meaning of our emblem,
"The Oak Tree."
.
4inch-save -the
Old and new business was taken
care of after which our goals
and projects for the year were
discussed.
Last minute plans were completed for Our -CoMmunity Fair
Saturday, Oct. 6. The next meeting will be Oct. 25th at 7:30 p.m.

cleaning"

DAYTON V-BELTS
HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Or

PHONE 201

FULTON

Football Season Ticket
Sale Completed
Th.. football season ticket -sale
went very well -this year. Al
Bushart headed the ticket sale
for the students and the athletic association sold tickets
(kiwis town. In all, the sale
in
approximately
brought
$550.00. These tickets can be
used for all home games except
the South Fulton game.

Fut TON RAND TO FLAT
ST HOMECOMING GAME _
Thi• Fulton High Hand this
year is compoqed of 28 pieces
Barbara Boyd is the drum majorette and the maajorettes are
Susan McDaniel. Brenda Brown
Nancy Holland. Sandra Bowen,
ai,d the mewl. Terry Thomas.
The first performance of the
h.• 71d was given on September
14. 1958. at Sharon. The peeg: es. aabige -esealstait at. -11964
"Alma Mater" and "Star Span
g!ed Banner." "Military Escort"
•r.(1 "Promotion March" were
played at half-time.
The band played for the MarP m game at home September 21,
1956 The "Activity March" was
played while the band formed
and "F" and "Il." Trick marching was also used.
The band will follow the team
to several other out of town.
games, An interesting program
is being planned for the Homec.,ming game.

'14 •011
se.

a new

ECCHI

Sewing Machine?

'ENT!

IRIS

17c

IS

2
d kiddie

Mr, Milton Exum. chairman
of the membership committee
for the West Fulton P-TA. has
announced the following rules
gi verning the P-TA membership
contest for the 1958-57 school
or.
A $10.00 prize will be given
to the room whose membership
Includes both parents of each
student In that room.
The room including membership for one parent of each student will receive $5.00 a?‘ a prize.
The prize money will be divided in case of a tie. The contest closes Nov. 1st.
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DIVIDEND ANNOUNCEMENT
UNITED CONTINENTAL FUND SHARES
on
The Board of Directors of,United Funds, Inc..
distribuSeptember 27, 1956, declared a quarterly
net investment income and
tion of 5c per share from
on UNITED
7c per share from securities profits
31,
CONTINENTAL Fund Shares, payable October
business
1956, to shareholders of record at close of
Thursday,
(4:00 p.m. Central Standard Time) on

on full

October 11, 1956.
Sincerely Yours,
Cameron K. Reed
President

lids. Reg.

$1

Reed, Inc., of Kansas City, principal
for United Funds, Inc., also of Kansas

OUTER
CIRCLE

AM (OVERAGE

841,830 Population
$620,398,000 Retail Sales

265,000 Population
$248,000,000 Retail
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CHESTNUT GLADE

food poisoning.
Mrs. Sue Pate is improving
PRICES SLASHED on Wizard
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn • after
being hospitalized last
freezers; all models reduced.
week.
Buy now at savings up to
The boys and girls basketball
Mike Nanney who went to
$60.00; prices start at $199.95. teaeis started their
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
season last Florida last week hoping for imWestern Auto; Lake Street, Saturday with a
while_ you wait. Forrester's
busy day by provement in his health is not
Fulton.
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
playing the Palmersville teams as well. His wife left Tuesday to
SEAT COVER SPECIAL! Reg- in the afternoon and the Welch join him.
LAY AWAY NOW for Christular $29.9s all-plastic seat teams that night. Come out and
W. L. Phillips who went with
1r4as- Bicycles, wagons, all
ecvers, only $19..95. Fit all see them Saturday night at Mike Nanney to Florida has regoods.
Low
wheel
down
of
kind
Chestnut
Glade and enjoy the turned home.
popular makes cars. Limited
payment will hold your choice
quantity, hurry! Western Auto new bleachers that were built
Mrs Ern Griffin is slowly imWestern
ChristmaS.
until
last week.
.
Store, Fulton.
Auto Store, Fulton.
Mrss. J: B. Nanney is imHELP WANTED
Sewing maRENT A NEW TYPEWRITER
proving rapidly after being so
operators.
chine
Steady
work
or Adding Machine. Rental
on coats and jackets. Expe- very sick last Sunday due to
applies on purchase. Harvey
rience essential. Apply FRUIT
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
of the LOOM Factory, Hick- FOR SALE: Large coal circulatOutfitters, Corner Walnut &
ing heater; will heat whole
man, Ky.
Plain Streets. Phonel111574.
house. Good condition, barFOR SALE: Four Coleman floor
gain. Call Fulton, 152.
FOR SALE: Westinghouse Elecfurnaces, oil burning. All in
tric stove, perfect condition.
excellent operating condition; SfOVEPIPE, elbows, dampers,
Sell reasonably. Call Mrs. Joe
stove boards, etc. Exchange
only reason for selling is reKasnow, 866, Fulton.
Furniture
Company,
20 7
placed by natural gas. Sell at
Church Street, Fulton.
bargains. Call 152, Fulton.
POWELL and it
Shoe Repair ciders you prompt, accuWELDING—FABRICATING
rate service at moderate cost.
WAYMATIC REGULATOR
204 Church Street, Fulton.

MIMI) ADS

10% DISCOUNT on all remnant
size Gold Seal Linoleum in
stock.
Exchange
Furniture
Company, 207 Church Street,
Fulton.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street
CLOSEOUT — Linoleum a n d
plastic blocks, only 10c, 14c
and 15c per block while present stock lasts. Exchange
Furniture
Company,
20 7
Church Street, Fulton.

plirtiarie

11213SA1
SIANDARD
V*".):1TH $4.00
A VOLUME

Guaranteed Repairs!

ROPER TELEVISION
306 MAIN STREET

FULTON

PHONE 307

wAGNALLs

ENCYCLOPEDIA
Goes On Sale Today at

VOL. 1
only

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST

with $2.50
in purchases

on the

BOOK-A-WEEK Plan!

WHY PAY MORE?
Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 160-W-

at 1/4th of its
Real Worth!

Then,
Each Week, Another
Volume of the Set—
Until Your Set's Complete

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $129.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

00•0"1"
"
1

•

FARM LOANS

Wiriret

and repair it correctly.
Call us promptly for

The World Honored iluNK
25 Volume

COMPANY

SPECIAL—Regular $5.95 "CushPHONE 1866
ion" Robe Football blanket
Electric—Acetylene
(with carrying case).. Special,
Spot Welding
long
as they last, $1.98.
Charlie Scates Store, Church We Specialize In Field Service
And Shop Work
Street, Fulton.,
Welders:
NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park L.. A. SIMPSON
and Buy your otrice supplies
T. J. EASTERWOOD
Next to
and equipment. Harvey CaldSONNE MADDEN
well Co, Drive-In Office OutGARAGE AND DAVIS
fitters, New 1...ocatio,, corner
STOCK PEN
Walnut
Plain
Streets.
iSc
Phone 674.
FARM FOR SALE — 40 acres
good rand, with housse. LoWELLS DRILLED for industry
cated in Graves County, Ky.,
and home. Modern equipon milk route, school bus
ment, experienced workmen.
route. Two miles from DukeWrite or call Watson Co.,
dom, Tenn., on gravel road; 1
Phone 261. Fulton. Ky.
mile north of State Line highway. Write: Mrs. Kathleen
FOR SALE:: Water tank with
Golden, Box 22, Homewood,
gas burner, good condition,
Illinois.
bargain. Call 152, Fulton.

proving.
Ray who were married last
• H. B. Ross.
Congratulations
Mitt Lucy tiiehs is visiting
and
best Friday and to Mr and Mrs
her cousin, Mrs. Ed Golden, at wishes to Mr. and Mrs Charles
'Charles Anderson
Sedalia, Ky
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitner
and family from Nashville and
For Expert TV
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Whitner
and family from Murphesboro
Service Call Us Note
visited Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Rogers.
It takes a thoroughly
Mrs Hazel Parr from Fort
Knox is spending a few days
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
trained TV technician to

with any°
purchase

Long Terms-Easy Payments

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND

FIELDS_

-4nsur-

495

St

Pitons 1
204 Main

Fulton

a

•

It Takes TA To Let Tea

NotisroPi
goo,sallow
D rovr

The
Deluxe Edition
25 VOLUMES-9,446 PAGES
5,850,000 WORDS-30,000 SUBJECTS-5,750
MAPS, ILLUSTRATIONS DRAWINGS AND DIAGRAMS.
Each Volume is 81/2 Inches High and 55/8 Inches Wide, and
Contains Approximately 200,000 words on 375 doublecolumned Pages!—Science, History, Nature, Geography, Inventions,
Medicine, Engineering, Industry, Sports, Music, Art, Drama, etc.

7`

A & P's BOOK-A-WEEK Plaft Enables You to Own
This $1009-9 Encyclopedia Se4 at Nth of its Real Worth!
Here's How A&P's BOOK-A-WEEK PLAN Works!
Each week
beginning today ... one of the volumes
of this valuable Encyclopedia set will be placed on
sale . . . until ALL 25 volumes of the set have been
mad. available to our customers —Todayl Volume
No. 1 goes on sole for 25c (with $2.50 in other
purchases).

with a McConnkk"Farman'400
OTHER

ADVANTAGES
•Completely lad.pendent pow',takeoff
•V•rsatil• Hydra Touch hydraulic
system
•Sock -click -and -go
Fast-Hitch
•Full 4-plow pow•r
that's easy to handle

r I
i

a

Now, with a Formal' 400
tractor, you don't need to
shallow out when you hit hard
ground. Just pull the TA
(torque amplifier) lever to
boost pull-power up to 45 percent on the go, without shifting gears. You'll do better
quality work . . . cover more
ground per day. Get the full
story of TA and all the other
performance,advant a:leg. Ask
for a free demonstration.

PAUL MILLING
IMPLEMENT COMPANY
Walnut Street
Phone 16

Start Your Set
Today!
Get Volume No. 1
for only 25c!
Go to any A&P Food Store today! Pick up
Volume No. 1 for only 25c (with $2.50 in purchases). Each week thereafter get another
volume of the set for only 99c (with ANY
purchase). That's all there ;s to A&P's BookA-Week Plan. Soon you'll own the entire set —
AT LESS THAN ONE-FOURTH OF ITS REAL
VALUE!

Next week, Volume No 2 Will go on sole for only 99c
(with ANY purchase). And each week thereafter a succeeding volume of the set will be put on sale for only 99c
(with any purchase)
ALL of the volumes of this wonderful set will be made available to all A&P customers,
old and mewl

This Set Would Cost You $100.00
If Bought Through the Customary
House-to-House Canvassing Methods!
Exclusively at

If you bought this beautiful, 25-Volume Deluxe
Edition of the FUNK & WAGNALLS UNIVERSAL
STANDARD ENCYCLOPEDIA through the customary house-to-house canvassing methods, you
would pay $100.00 for the set. NOW! through
A&P's special BOOK - A - WEEK, GOOD - WILL
OFFER, you can own this set for less than ONEFOURTH of its real worth. Take advantage of
A&P's thrilling Good-Will Offer! Start now, acquiring this excellent encyclopedia set which carries
the prestige and editorial integrity of the world.
honored name of FUNK & WAGNALLS1
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